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Fierce fighting rages on
With no end in sight, Israel-Gaza bloody conflict enters a second week

• Israel missile 
attacks leave top 
commander dead

• 204 Palestinians 
killed; 58 children, 
34 women die

Reuters | Gaza/Tel Aviv 

Israel pummeled Gaza with 
air strikes yesterday and Pal-
estinian fighters launched 

rockets at Israeli cities despite 
a flurry of US and regional di-
plomacy that has so far failed to 
halt more than a week of deadly 
fighting.

Israel’s missile attacks on the 
densely populated Palestinian 
enclave killed a top commander 
and left a crater in a seven-sto-
rey office building that Israel’s 
military said was used by Ha-
mas.

Rocket barrages, some of 
them launched in response to 
the killing of Hussam Abu Har-
beed, sent Israelis dashing for 
bomb shelters with direct hits 
on a synagogue in Ashkelon 
and an apartment building in 
Ashdod.

With the fiercest regional 
hostilities in years showing no 

sign of abating, US Secretary of 
State Antony Blinken urged all 
sides to protect civilians. Wash-
ington, Egypt and UN mediators 
stepped up diplomatic efforts, 
and the UN General Assembly 
will meet to discuss the violence 
on Thursday.

Gaza health officials put the 
Palestinian death toll since hos-
tilities flared up last week at 
least 204, including 58 children 
and 34 women. Ten people have 
been killed in Israel, including 
two children.

The cross-border hostilities 

have been accompanied by an 
uptick of violence in the oc-
cupied West Bank, and by ri-
ots involving Arab and Jewish 
mobs within Israel and clashes 
in Jewish-Arab communities. 
Police said an Israeli man died 
in hospital yesterday after be-
ing attacked by Arab rioters last 
week.

As Palestine mourned Har-
beed’s death, Israel’s military 
said he had been “behind sev-
eral anti-tank missile terror at-
tacks against Israeli civilians”, 
and an Israeli general said his 

country could carry on the fight 
“forever”.

At least seven Palestinians 
were killed in Israeli strikes 
on Gaza yesterday by evening. 
Two died in the missile at-
tack on the office building, 
which Israel’s military said 
was used by Hamas internal  
security.

“My children couldn’t sleep 
all night even after the wave of 
intensive bombing stopped,” 
said Umm Naeem, 50, a mother 
of five, as she shopped for bread 
in Gaza City.

Rescuers carry Suzy Eshkuntana, 6, as they pull her from the rubble of a destroyed building in Gaza City

US approves $735m 
arms sale to Israel
Reuters | Washington

President Joe Biden’s ad-
ministration approved 

the potential sale of $735 
million in precision-guid-
ed weapons to Israel, and 
congressional sources said 
yesterday that US lawmakers 
were not expected to object 
to the deal despite violence 
between Israel and Palestin-
ian militants.

Three congressional aides 
said Congress was official-
ly notified of the intended 
commercial sale on May 5, 
as part of the regular review 
process before major for-
eign weapons sales agree-
ments can go ahead.

The sale was first report-
ed by the Washington Post.

Congress was informed 
of the planned sale in April, 
as part of the normal infor-
mal review process before 
of the formal notification 
on May 5.

Under US law, the formal 
notification opens up a 15-
day window for Congress 
to object to the sale, which 
is not expected despite the 
ongoing violence.

The sale of Joint Direct 
Attack Munitions, or JDAMs, 
made by Boeing Company, 
was considered routine at 
the time, before the start 
last week of the fiercest 
hostilities in the region in  
years.

Bahraini held for 
entering ‘Qatari 
waters’ illegally
TDT | Manama

A 32-year-old Bahraini 
citizen on board a wa-

ter scooter was arrested 
by Qatari Coast Guards on 
Sunday for allegedly en-
tering its territorial waters 
illegally.

This was confirmed by 
the Kingdom of Bahrain’s 
Coast Guard Command 
which said that the Opera-
tions Center had received a 
fax message from the Qatar 
Coast Guards and Border 
Security.

It stated that a water 
scooter with a Bahraini 
plate had been seized for 
“entering the territorial wa-
ters of the State of Qatar”.

The rider was arrested 
and he will be referred to 
the relevant authorities in 
Qatar, the Qatari notice said.

The Coast Guard said it 
was following the necessary 
legal procedures.
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Prominent Bahraini 
businesswoman wins 
ILO post in election
• To represent West 
Asian Business Group  
for three-year term

TDT | Manama

Bahrain Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry (BCCI) 

board member Sonya Janahi 
has been elected unopposed as 
International Labour Organi-
sation (ILO) alternate member 
to represent West Asian Busi-
ness Group for a three-year 
term (2021-2024). 

She won the majority of 
votes of the ILO member states 
which took part in the election 
process during the coordina-
tion meeting of Arab business 
owners in West Asian coun-
tries, which was held yester-
day. 

Janahi thus becomes the 
first Arab businesswoman 
to feature in the ILO board, 
reflecting Bahraini women’s 
strides as well as regional and 
international standing.

 It is also a tribute to His 
Majesty King Hamad bin Isa 
Al Khalifa, His Royal Highness 
Prince Salman bin Hamad Al 
Khalifa, the Crown Prince and 
Prime Minister, and Her Roy-
al Highness Princess Sabeeka 
bint Ibrahim Al Khalifa, Wife 
of HM the King and Supreme 
Council for Women (SCW) 
President, for their support.

 In a statement, Janahi ex-
tended thanks to the SCW, 
hailing Bahraini women’ lo-
cal, regional and international 
standing. 

She praised the pivotal role 
played by HRH Princess Sa-
beeka to empower Bahraini 
women across all sectors and 
allow them to benefit from the 
national economic strides.

 She also commended the 
BCCI board for supporting her 
to win the ILO board member-
ship which, she said, reflects 
Bahrainis’ determination and 
potential to hold international 
leadership positions.

 BCCI also congratulated 
Janahi on this international 
achievement, praising Bah-
raini women’s string of suc-
cesses.

 Holder of a master’s degree 
in strategic marketing from the 
University of Hull, the Unit-
ed Kingdom, Janahi is ranked 
among the prominent influen-
tial personalities in the Arab 
and international arenas.
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‘Staunch partners’ in nation building
Shura Council discusses more than 100 decrees, drafts and law proposals during 30 sessions

• Tangible 
achievements made 
through cooperative 
relationship between 
executive and 
legislative branches

TDT | Manama

The Shura Council has 
discussed more than 100 
decrees, draft and law 

proposals, as well as projects, 
during the fifth legislative’s 
third ordinary session.

There were a total of 30 ses-
sions, 29 of which were regular 
and one was extraordinary.

This was based on the sta-
tistics and official data issued 
by the Council’s General Sec-
retariat.

Twelve law decrees were ap-
proved by the parliament during 
the third session.The parliament 
and its committees discussed 61 
draft laws, nine final accounts, 
and 20 law proposals.

The draft laws received the 
highest percentage of the total 
topics discussed by the Council, 
reaching 60 percent, followed 
by proposals for laws at 19 per-
cent. The percentage of decrees 
in laws reached 12 percent, and 
final accounts 9 percent of the 
total topics.

There were 29 draft laws and 
32 projects referred from previ-
ous sessions. Thirteen projects 
were approved, and the House 
of Representatives was notified 
of them for referral to the gov-
ernment.

The Shura Council, under the 

chairmanship of Ali bin Saleh Al 
Saleh, and the House of Repre-
sentatives, under Speaker Faw-
zia bint Abdulla Zainal, agreed 
to reject nine draft laws.The 
Council returned 11 projects to 
the House of Representatives.

There are seven draft laws 
still being studied by the Coun-
cil committees, while nine draft 
laws are ready for discussion at 
the Council in the next session.

The Council  completed 
discussions on seven final ac-
counts, and their reports were 
submitted to the government. 
Two final accounts are still 
under consideration by the Fi-
nancial and Economic Affairs 
Committee.

It also approved eight propos-
als for laws, which were referred 
to the government, reaching 40 
percent of the total proposals 
for laws. Five proposals are still 
under discussion and research 
by the relevant committees.

The Council has one report 
ready for discussion about a 
law proposal that had already 
reached the relevant committee.

The proposals for laws that 
the Council submitted to the 
government included the fol-
lowing: strategic stocks of 
goods, establishment of the 
Supreme Council for Medical 
Studies, organisation of the ac-
tivities of sports centres and 
academies, and amendment to 
Clause (a) of Article (99) of the 
Labour Law.  

In the private sector, the pro-
posals for laws that the Coun-
cil submitted to the govern-
ment included the following: 
promulgation by Law No. (36) 
of 2012 and its amendments, 
establishment of a Center for 
Settlement and Resolution of 
Sports Disputes in the Kingdom 
of Bahrain, amendment to the 
text of Article (21) of the Court 
of Cassation Law promulgated 

by Decree Law No. (8) of 1989, 
and its amendments, and con-
cerning stem cells, as well as 
the establishment of the Public 
Authority for Food Security.

A total of 40 questions were 
directed by Council members 
to ministers about economic, 
financial, service, health, edu-
cational, food and other fields.

The Shura Council session in progress

A total of 40 questions 
were directed by Council 

members to ministers 
about economic, finan-

cial, service, health, 
educational, food and 

other fields.

Janahi thus becomes the 
first Arab businesswom-
an to feature in the ILO 
board, reflecting Bah-
raini women’s strides 

as well as regional and 
international standing.

KNOW WHAT

Janahi

Bridge development project on target for completion

• Site located on 
Umm Al Saad Street, 
south of Sitra

TDT | Manama

About 35% of works on the 
17th Bridge development 

project on Umm Al Saad Street, 
south of Sitra, has been com-
pleted.

The foundation, casting and 
reclamation works for the main 
parts of the first bridge are al-
most done.

The Director of Roads Pro-
jects and Maintenance Depart-
ment at the Ministry of Works, 
Municipalities Affairs and Ur-
ban Planning, Engineer Sayed 
Badr Alawi, expects the project 
to be completed during the last 
quarter of this year.

The remaining works in-
clude replacing the current 

bridge with two bridges and 
adding a lane in each direction; 
the first bridge with two lanes 
in the northeast direction to-
wards Shaikh Jaber Al Ahmad 
Al Sabah Street; and the second 
bridge with two lanes in the 
southwest direction towards 
Bandar Al Dar in order to meet 
the requirements of develop-

ing Umm Al Saad Street in the 
future.

Eng. Alawi pointed out that 
the work also includes convert-
ing a number of service lines, 
improving lighting, providing 
channels for ground services, 
installing steel and concrete 
barriers, providing traffic signs, 
and painting land lines to raise 

the level of traffic safety.
It is part of a series of impor-

tant projects in the road sec-
tor due to its connection with 
the existing expansion work of 
the Bahrain Petroleum Com-
pany refinery, and its strategic 
and national importance to the 
Kingdom and Bapco.

It will also provide the neces-
sary space under the bridge to 
extend other lines of the plant 
development project.

Bapco refinery, in addition to 
the bridge, will have a greater 
width of 28 metres to create 
a space for the future expan-
sion of the street to three lanes 
in each direction. It will serve 
the industrial areas next to the 
bridge, and a number of people 
in that area, such as residents of 
Umm al Bayadh.

The project was awarded by 
the Board of Tenders to Sayed 
Kazem Al Dirazi and Sons Con-
tracting Company, with a total 
value of BD792,992.

Construction work in progress

Man trapped under the 
rubble rescued

A man was pulled out from under the rubble after part of an apartment 
building’s roof collapsed. Emergency patrols and the Security Directorate 
rushed to the scene in Manama and successfully rescued the victim who 
was immediately taken to the hospital for treatment. According to the Civil 
Defense Forces, residents were evacuated and six vehicles near the area 
removed for safety reasons.

Bahrain Ambassador to Italy meets FAO officials
Bahrain Ambassador to Italy Dr Nasser Muhammad 
Al Balushi met remotely Sasha Ko Oshima, Deputy 
Director of the Land and Water Division at the 
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), and 
Lionel Dabadi, Senior Officer of Fisheries and 
Aquaculture in the Office, among other officials. 
Dr Al Balushi stressed that achieving food security 
is one of the Kingdom’s priorities, praising the 
efforts of the FAO to achieve this and eradicate 
hunger, malnutrition and poverty in the world. He 
also noted the importance of cooperation between 
the Kingdom and FAO regarding the development 
of the food and agricultural sector, specifically 
in food security strategy, livestock, fishing and 
breeding, and statistics.
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The Civil Defense Forces put out a fire at an agricultural waste area in Sanad. Individual near the premises were evacuated 
and seven vehicles removed for safety purposes.

Fire breaks out at agricultural waste area in Sanad

Call to extend loan payment relief
Postpone bank installments for another six months: MP Ibrahim Khalid Al Nafiei 

• An important step in 
light of current economic 
conditions and pandemic

• Must be offered 
to all customers in 
Kingdom, whether 
individuals or companies

• Previous decision 
to defer loan payments 
will expire at end 
of next month

TDT | Manama

MP Ibrahim Khalid Al 
Nafiei has called on the 
government, Central 

Bank of Bahrain (CBB) and banks 
to lay down a new provision to 
postpone loan installments for 
another six months, in a manner 
that guarantees the rights of all 
employees.

He explained that the current 
economic conditions and the ef-
fects caused by the pandemic on 
the commercial and investment 
sectors require this.

MP Al Nafiei explained that 
the previous decision to volun-
tarily stop the premiums, which 
will expire at the end of next 
month, requires an extension, 
given the repeated and increas-
ing demands of citizens, and 
many of them were affected by 
the repercussions of the coro-
navirus, which changed the 
lifestyle, increased the cost of 
living and seriously affected the 
medium and small sectors.

He added that delaying install-
ments for another six months 
will help achieve financial bal-
ance, increase purchasing power 

in the local market, and increase 
the income of the added tax, 

which is included in the state 
treasury.

MP Al Nafiei urged the Central 
Bank to urgently reassess the 
continuation of such measures 
for this year.

Easing pressure amid 
pandemic

Last December, CBB ordered 
all banks and financing com-
panies to extend repayment of 
loan installments for six more 
months, starting in January, as 
part of the government’s meas-
ures to ease pressure amid the 
pandemic.

“Licensees must offer their 
customers six-month install-
ments deferment options, start-
ing from January 1, 2021. The 
said option must entail extend-
ing the tenor to take into account 
the additional profit/interest, 
while keeping the installment 
amount unchanged,” the CBB 
said its circular to banks.

The Central Bank indicated 
that the option to postpone in-
stallments must be offered to 
all customers residing in the 
Kingdom, whether individuals 
or companies, with the excep-
tion of amounts owed on credit 
cards and loans transferred to 

the court, unless there is coor-
dination with the court.

Earlier in March last year dur-
ing the early stages of the coro-
navirus pandemic, Bahraini na-
tionals were given the option of 
delaying payment of bank loans 
by six months. The waiver at the 
time also covered credit cards 
but did not include inter-bank 
deposits or borrowings.

Bahrain also announced in 
March a financial package of 
BD4.3 billion to combat the 
fallout from the coronavirus 
outbreak, including measures 
covering electricity and water 
payments for individuals and 
companies for three months 
starting in April.

“Delaying 
installments for 

another six months 
will help achieve 

financial balance, 
increase purchasing 

power in the 
local market, and 

increase the income 
of the added tax, 

which is included in 
the state treasury.”

 – MP IBRAHIM KHALID AL NAFIEI 

Last December, CBB 
ordered all banks and 

financing companies to 
extend repayment of 

loan installments for six 
more months, starting in 

January, as part of the 
government’s measures 

to ease pressure amid the 
pandemic.

KNOW WHAT

BD4.3 
billion

The financial package 
assistance approved by the 
government in March last 

year

Increasing purchasing power in the local market key to sustaining economic progress

Central Bank of Bahrain
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A breath of fresh air for two kingdoms
Bahrain and Saudi Arabia travellers cross King Fahd Causeway for first time in more than a year

• Reopening of 
25km-long bridge 
will strengthen 
bilateral relations

• Trade exchange 
through border expected 
to improve significantly

TDT | Manama

Hundreds of travellers 
between Bahrain and 
Saudi Arabia patiently 

endured long queues of cars ear-
ly Sunday morning before being 
allowed to pass through the King 
Fahd Causeway for the first time 
in more than a year.

Past 1 in the morning, trav-
el restrictions were officially 
lifted at the 25-kilometre long 
causeway road linking the two 
kingdoms after it was tempo-
rarily closed on March 8 last 
year to control the spread of the 
coronavirus (COVID-19).

Despite expected delays, visi-
tors waiting to enter from both 
countries passed through the 
border happily.

Delays in border crossing 
were mainly due to strict COV-
ID-19 checks in a bid to mitigate 

the spread of the deadly virus. 
Causeway staff were checking 
that every traveller had com-
plied with current security 
health measures when arriving 
at the border.

Travellers reported being 

stuck for up to an hour or two 
waiting to cross checkpoints. 
But they were delighted and 
heaved a collective sigh of relief 
after passing through the secu-
rity border.

However, increased daily pas-

senger numbers, lengthy traffic 
queues, longer wait times than 
normal, and more delays are ex-
pected in the coming days when 
more travellers from both coun-
tries flock to the border.

The causeway was due to open 

on March 31 but this was delayed 
when authorities on both sides 
of the bridge increased safety 
measures.

King Fahd Causeway was 
opened in 1986, and today it is 
one of the busiest land border 
crossings in the Middle East 
with an estimated 390 million 
passengers having used the 
bridge since its opening.

The re-opening of the King 
Fahd Causeway will add billions 
of dollars to Bahrain’s econo-
my as visitor levels return to 
pre-pandemic levels.

It is expected to eventually 
add around $2.9 billion to Bah-
rain’s economy this year based 
on average tourist spending in 
2019.

However, certain travel re-
strictions are still in place in 
both Saudi Arabia and Bahrain 
as a result of the pandemic.

Those travelling from Saudi 
Arabia must either be vaccinated 
or recently recovered from the 
COVID-19 virus, and the proof 
of this must be available on the 
Tawakkalna app. A coronavirus 
insurance certificate is required 
for those under the age of 18.

Meanwhile, passengers trav-
elling from Bahrain to Saudi 
Arabia will be required to use 
GCC-approved health apps con-
firming their status whether 

they have been vaccinated or 
recovered from COVID-19.

Passengers will also need to 
provide PCR certificates con-
firming that they have tested 
negative for COVID-19, ensuring 
that the test result does not ex-
ceed 72 hours from the time of 
taking the sample.

Although trade between Bah-
rain and Saudi Arabia has con-
tinued throughout the pandem-
ic, tourism has been severely 
affected. But now that it has 
finally reopened, it will surely 
reenergise Bahrain’s economy 
this year.

Scenes at the reopening of causeway

The Chairman, Board of Directors, Executive Management

and all staff of Bahrain Development Bank (BDB) Group

express their deepest condolences to 

Mr. Sanjeev Paul
and his family on the sad demise of his father.

May God rest his soul in eternal peace.

 (Group CEO) 

 Travellers reported 
being stuck for up to 

an hour or two waiting 
to cross checkpoints. 

But they were de-
lighted and heaved a 

collective sigh of relief 
after passing through 
the security border.

KNOW WHAT
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The Ritz-Carlton launches pop-up concept ‘Plums Al Fresco’
TDT | Manama 

The Ritz-Carlton, Bahrain 
yesterday announces the 

launch of Plums Al Fresco, a new 
pop-up concept at its incredible 
beachfront venue, Nikmati, mak-
ing it the fifth offering in a series 
of gastronomic concepts since 
its inception. Plums Al Fres-
co, welcomes a truly authentic 
outdoor culinary experience 
making it ideal whether for a 
romantic date night or a special 
family dinner.

Led by Chef de Cuisine, Alexis 
Knecht, who joined the property 
in 2017 and has been a culinary 
pillar, and who has been ful-
ly involved in a variety of our 
award-winning outlets around 
the resort, Plums Al Fresco will 
dare its diner’s imagination as 
their palates are treated to a gas-
tronomic journey through the 
outlet’s premium steak and sea-
food selection amidst the sway-
ing palm trees and the gentle 
breeze of the Arabian Gulf.

“I am proud to announce that 
Plums Al Fresco will be moving 

outdoor with a special menu 
carefully curated by our Chef 
de Cuisine Alexis Knecht, under 
the guidance of our newly ap-
pointed Director of Culinary and 
Food and Beverage, Yann Ber-
nard Lejard. As the world slowly 
gets back on its feet, Plums Al 
Fresco will be a breath of fresh 
air, becoming an ideal venue 
for culinary connoisseurs who 
appreciate the bounties from 

land and sea, accompanied by 
the unique flavours of their 
signature appetizers as well as 
delectable desserts, which will 
further cement The Ritz-Carl-
ton, Bahrain as the Kingdom’s 
premier dining destination,” 
says Bernard de Villèle, General 
Manager.

Premium steak
Plums Al Fresco’s special 

menu boasts a selection of pre-
mium steak and seafood from 
the only Josper grill in Bah-
rain. Crowd favourites include 
US Black Angus Beef Tender-
loin with grilled asparagus or 
steamed vegetables with olive 
oil and thyme, Chateaubriand, 
Australian Lamb Rack, and a 
sumptuous plate of Salmon or 
local Seabass. For appetizers, 
Foie Gras and Sea Scallopare 

a must try to start the dining 
experience on a tasteful note. 
An after-dinner treat of crea-
tive desserts abounds including 
Cheesecake, Roasted Pineapple 
with coconut ice cream and Tri-
ple Chocolate Cake with straw-
berry ice cream.

Located next to the marina 
with the sparkling Arabian Gulf 
as a backdrop, Plums Al Fresco’s 
design provides a familial at-

mosphere of a hanging garden, 
embellished with top hats taken 
from its original location and 
complemented by the black and 
amber accents of each table, per-
fectly arranged by our dedicated 
Ladies and Gentlemen.

 Plums Al Fresco pop-up 
opened on the first day of Eid 
continues until June 30, 2021. 
Open daily except Sundays and 
Mondays, 7 pm to 11 pm.

gig Bahrain, Takaful and BIBF launch 
graduate development programme 
TDT | Manama 

Bahrain Kuwait Insurance 
Company (gig Bahrain) 
and Takaful Internation-

al announced launching their 
first Graduate Development 
Programme on Sunday. 

The programme designed 
in strategic partnership with 
the Bahrain Institute of Bank-
ing and Finance will provide 
fresh graduates with the tech-
nical knowledge and compe-
tencies to start their career in  
Insurance.

The talent management pro-
gramme aims at providing a 
unique career opportunity to 
fresh graduates seeking a pro-
fessional career in Insurance. 
The programme will run for 
9-12 months and aims at deliver-
ing a high-end on-the-job learn-
ing exposure both in Bahrain 
and abroad. It is complemented 
by professional qualifications 
in Insurance and Digital Trans-
formation, such as the Award 
for Certified Insurance Prac-
titioner (ACIP) and the Digital 
Transformation Essentials for 

All. Successful trainees with 
exceptional performance will 
qualify for an internal career 
opportunity within each of the 
respective companies. 

BIBF “MyClass” e-learning 
platform will deliver the ses-
sions.   

Commenting, CEO of gig Bah-
rain, Dr Abdulla Sultan said, 
“We’re delighted to partner 
with the BIBF as a leading au-
thority in Insurance training in 

the region, to extend our sup-
port towards developing the 
future Bahraini workforce to 
gain important knowledge and 
marketable experience in their 
area of study.”

Essam Al Ansari, the CEO of 
gig Takaful, said they are look-
ing forward to welcoming the 
students and “wish them all the 
best for joining us.”

BIBF Director, Dr Ahmed Al 
Shaikh, said, “The insurance 

industry is facing one of the 
most profound disruptions in 
decades. Therefore, it is crucial 
to develop the best talent pool to 
bridge the digital skills gap and 
help empower the Kingdom’s 
Insurance sector.” 

Candidates, who are eligible 
and interested, can visit the re-
spective Instagram pages and 
follow the instructions on the 
GDP post: @gigbh and @takaf-
ulbh.

Officials during a group photo session following the launch

The Central Bank of Bahrain 
 Notice

With regard to the cancellation of the Investment Business 
Firm Category 2 license of “United Markets Financial 

Services B.S.C. (c)”

With reference to the Resolution of the Governor of the Central Bank 
of Bahrain No. (13) of 2021 pertaining to the cancellation of the 
Investment Business Firm Category 2 license of “United Markets 
Financial Services B.S.C. (c)” issued on 21st Ramadan 1442H, 
corresponding to 3rd May 2021, the Central Bank of Bahrain hereby 
provides notice that the Investment Business Firm Category 2 license 
of “United Markets Financial Services B.S.C. (c)” issued on 7th July 
2014, registered under commercial registration No. 91435 has been 
cancelled, with effect from the date of issuing and publication of the 
above resolution in the Official Gazette.

World Economic Forum cancels 
2021 annual meeting in Singapore
Reuters 

The World Economic Fo-
rum has cancelled its an-

nual meeting - the blue riband 
event for the global elite to 
discuss the world’s problems 
- due to be held in Singapore 
later this year, the organisers 
said on Monday.

The COVID-19 pandem-
ic meant it was not possible 
to hold such a large event as 
planned on Aug. 17-20, they 
said.

“Regretfully, the tragic cir-
cumstances unfolding across 
geographies, an uncertain trav-
el outlook, differing speeds of 
vaccination roll out and the 
uncertainty around new vari-
ants combine to make it impos-
sible to realise a global meet-
ing with business, government 
and civil society leaders from 
all over the world at the scale 
which was planned,” the WEF 
said in a statement.

The event, which attracts 
VIPs from the worlds of pol-
itics and business, has been 
held since 1971.

It was originally shifted 
from the Swiss Alpine resort 
of Davos last December due to 
concerns about safeguarding 
the health of participants.

Singapore has in recent days 
imposed some of the tightest 

restrictions since it exited a 
lockdown last year to combat 
a spike in local COVID-19 in-
fections.

Acknowledging WEF’s de-
cision to cancel the event, the 
Singapore trade ministry said 
on Monday that it “fully appre-
ciates the challenges caused by 
the ongoing global pandemic, 
particularly for a large meeting 
with a broad span of interna-
tional participants.”

The WEF’s next annual 
meeting will instead take place 
in the first half of 2022. Its lo-
cation and date will be deter-
mined based on an assessment 
of the situation later this sum-
mer, it added in a statement.

Founder and Executive 
Chairman Klaus Schwab said 
the decision to cancel had been 
difficult. 

PIF boosts US equities exposure to over $15 billion
Reuters 

Saudi Arabia’s sovereign 
wealth fund has increased its 

US stock holdings to $15.4 billion 
in the first quarter from nearly 
$12.8 bn at the end of 2020, ac-
cording to a US regulatory filing 
on Monday.

The Public Investment Fund 
(PIF) bought 2.9 m class A shares 
in SoftBank Group Corp-backed 
Coupang Inc, equivalent to $141 
million, and dissolved its share 
stake in Suncor Energy, accord-
ing to a Securities and Exchange 
Commission filing.

It more than doubled its po-
sition in Activision Blizzard to 
33.4 m shares from 15 m shares 
at the end of the fourth quarter, 
which led it to a $3.1 bn expo-
sure from $1.4 bn.

The fund increased its shares 
in Electronic Arts Inc to 14.2 
m, equivalent to $1.9 bn, from a 
$1.1 bn position at the end of the 
previous quarter.

PIF, which did not immediate-

ly respond to a comment request 
on the filing, is at the centre of 
Saudi Arabia’s plans to trans-
form the economy by creating 
new sectors and diversifying 
revenues away from oil.

The $400 bn fund is expected 
to inject at least $40 bn annu-
ally in the local economy until 
2025, and increase its assets to 
$1 trillion by that date, which 
would make it one of the world’s 

biggest sovereign wealth funds.
“PIF would have wanted to 

take advantage of the bullish 
sentiment in equity markets 
in Q1 to make opportunis-
tic investments and add to its 
portfolio,” said Rachna Uppal, 
director of research at Azure  
Strategy.

“In line with domestic efforts 
to achieve the objectives of Vi-
sion 2030, the Saudis also ap-
pear to be favouring investments 
into sectors such as technology, 
mobility, and especially future 
mobility, tourism and entertain-
ment,” she said.

At the start of last year PIF 
piled up minority stakes in com-
panies worldwide, taking advan-
tage of market weakness caused 
by the coronavirus crisis.

Governor of the Saudi Public Investment Fund Yasir Othman Al-Rumayyan, Saudi Finance Minister Mohammed Abdullah 
Al Jadaan, Tourism Minister Ahmed Aqeel Al Khateeb, Minister of State Ibrahim Abdulaziz Al-Assaf, Saudi Crown Prince 
Mohammed bin Salman, Commerce Minister Majid Abdullah Al Qasabi, Investment Minister Khalid Abdulaziz Al Falih 
and Advisor to Royal Court Mohamed Mazyed Altwaijri pose for photo during meeting to Launch Public Investment Fund 
Strategy 2021-2025, in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Bitcoin drops to 
3-month low 
Reuters 

Bitcoin fell to a three-
month low yesterday 

in a volatile session that 
saw investors selling and 
buying the digital currency 
after Tesla boss Elon Musk 
tweeted about the carmak-
er’s bitcoin holdings.

Bitcoin fell to as low as 
$42,185, its lowest since Feb. 
8, and was last down 6.2% at 
$43,564. In his latest tweet, 
Musk said “Tesla has not 
sold any bitcoin”. A day ear-
lier, he suggested Tesla may 
have done so, and last week, 
Musk said Tesla would stop 
taking bitcoin as payment 
due to environmental con-
cerns about energy use to 
process transactions.
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Napoleon Bonaparte 
proclaimed Emperor of 
France by the French 
Senate

Khodynka Tragedy: A mass panic on Khodyn-
ka Field, Moscow, during the festivities of the 
coronation of Russian Tsar Nicholas II, results 

in the deaths of 1,389 people

 India becomes the sixth nation to ex-
plode an atomic bomb

Sri Lankan Civil War: The LTTE 
are defeated by the Sri Lankan 

government, ending almost 26 years 
of fighting between the two sides.
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Da i l y  av e r a g e  o f 
#COVID19 +ve cases 

from 1 to 8 May was 37, 
144. Down to 35,919 in 
the last week. 10% - 30% 
decrease in 8 districts. 
Active cases down from 
4,45,000 to 3,62,315. 
Lockdown will  bear 
fruit. Let us continue 
to be cautious. We shall 
overcome!

@vijayanpinarayi

The current violence 
in Gaza & Israel only 

perpetuates the cycles 
of death, destruction & 
despair, and pushes far-
ther to the horizon any 
hopes of coexistence & 
peace. Fighting must 
stop immediately. The 
@UN is actively engag-
ing all sides towards an 
immediate ceasefire.

@antonioguterres

Interacted with doc-
tors across India. They 

shared insightful inputs, 
based on their own ex-
periences of curing COV-
ID-19. The determination 
of our doctors during 
these times is remarkable!

@narendramodi

#Cancer affects nearly 
20 million people & 

causes 10 million deaths. 
Responding to the global 
cancer burden requires 
solidarity. I thank @
IARCWHO staff for their 
valued contribution to 
cancer research & con-
gratulate Elisabete Wei-
derpass, @IARC_DIR, for 
her visionary leadership.

@DrTedros

 Disclaimer: (Views expressed 
by columnists are personal and 
need not necessarily reflect our 

editorial stances)
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164,139,714

3,400,790

142,832,376

Deaths

Recovered:

New cases 

New deaths 
+185,707

+3,171

Country Total 
cases

new 
cases

Total 
deaths

New 
Deaths

Total 
recovered

Active 
cases

Egypt 245,721 14,327 181,478 49,916

Saudi 
Arabia

433,980 +886 7,174 +12 418,914 7,892

UAE 547,411 +1,229 1,633 +2 527,519 18,259

Kuwait 291,629 1,693 277,820 12,116

Oman 206,297 +786 2,206 +13 191,065 13,026

Qatar 213,485 +302 532 +2 207,796 5,157

Middle East

Country Total cases Total  
deaths

1 USA 33,727,307 600,308

2 India 25,227,970 278,751

3 Brazil 15,627,475 435,823

4 France 5,877,787 107,616

5 Turkey 5,127,548 44,983

6 Russia 4,949,573 116,211

7 UK 4,452,756 127,684

8 Italy 4,162,576 124,296

9 Spain 3,615,860 79,432

10 Germany 3,608,143 86,860

11 Argentina 3,307,285 70,522

12 Colombia 3,118,426 81,300

13 Poland 2,855,190 71,675

14 Iran 2,765,485 77,222
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Figures as of closing

News in brief 
 u After much delay and 
on the cusp of a third wave 
of Covid-19 infections, South 
Africa yesterday launched a 
large-scale immunisation drive, 
targeting around five million people 
aged over 60 by the end of June. 
Health Minister Zweli Mkhize was on 
hand as nurses administered jabs at 
an elderly care facility in the mining town 
of Krugersdorp, around 30 kilometres (18 
miles) west of Johannesburg. Among the first 
seniors to receive their vaccinations under 
the mainstream campaign was 89-year-old 
Nobel Peace Prize winner and retired 
archbishop Desmond Tutu.

u Britons streamed into pubs, museums and other indoor 
venues on Monday as the country eased pandemic restrictions. 
“Together we have reached another milestone in our roadmap out of lockdown, 

but we must take this 
next step with a heavy 
dose of caution,” British 
Prime Minister Boris 
Johnson said Sunday. 
“We are keeping the 

spread of the variant first identified in India under close observation and taking 
swift action where infection rates are rising.” Across England, Wales and most of 
Scotland, people on Monday could once again grab a drink, a bite and dine inside 
pubs, restaurants and cafes.

u The US military has offered to provide some Johnson & 
Johnson’s 
(J&J) 
coronavirus 
vaccines for 
South Korean 
troops, the 
defence ministry said on Monday, as South Korea struggles with a shortage of 
COVID-19 shots. The offer comes days before President Moon Jae-in is due to visit 
Washington for his first summit with U.S. President Joe Biden, amid calls for Moon 
to secure more and faster deliveries of U.S.-made vaccines.

u Thailand reported a new daily high of 
nearly 10,000 coronavirus cases yesterday, more 
than two-thirds of them in prisons, as the kingdom battles 
its third wave of the pandemic. The kingdom’s Covid-19 task 
force reported 9,635 new cases, 6,853 of which were among 
prisoners. Nearly half of 24,000 inmates tested at eight 
prisons, mainly in Bangkok and its suburbs, including several where prominent 
democracy activists have been detained, were found to have the virus.

u Drugs with a street value of 
nearly 100 million euros have been seized in 
operations in Africa and the Middle East, including 
two major busts that show how traffickers are 
packing larger loads into their shipments, Interpol 

said yesterday.  Interpol worked with customs and police officials from 41 
countries for two operations in March and April that coordinated enforcement 
action at borders and other hotspots.

Britain 
eases virus 
lockdown

US military 
offers J&J vaccines 
for South Korean 
troops

Thailand 
virus cases 
soar with 
prison 

clusters

Cannabis and 
cocaine seized in 
big Niger and South 

Africa drug busts

South Africa 
launches large-
scale vaccination 

rollout

The affair came to light 
after the Microsoft 

employee wrote to the 
board in 2019 detailing 
it - and allegedly asked 
that Gates’ estranged 

wife Melinda Gates, 56, 
read the letter.

Gates, 65, quit the 
board suddenly in 
March 2020 while 
the investigation 

was still underway. 

The New York Times re-
ported that Gates asked 
two women who worked 
at Microsoft and his phil-

anthropic foundation 
out on dates while still 

married to Melinda.

KNOW WHAT

Bill Gates had an affair 
with an employee?

Reu-
ters 

M
icrosoft con-

d u c t e d  a  p ro b e 
into co-founder Bill 

Gates’ involvement 
with an employ-

ee almost 20 
y e a r s  a g o 
after it was 
told in 2019 
t h a t  h e 
had tried 

to start a romantic relation-
ship with the person, the 
company said on Monday.

Microsoft said it had re-
ceived a concern in the lat-
ter half of 2019 that Gates 
“had sought to initiate an 
intimate relationship with 
a company employee in 
the year 2000,” a Microsoft 
spokesman said in a state-
ment.

“A committee of the Board 
reviewed the concern, aid-
ed by an outside law firm to 
conduct a thorough inves-
tigation. Throughout the 
investigation, Microsoft 
provided extensive support 

to the employee who raised 
the concern,” the statement 
said.

The Wall Street Journal 
reported on Sunday that 

Microsoft’s board had 
decided that Gates’ in-

volvement with the female 
employee was inappro-
priate and he needed to 

step down in 2020, citing 
people familiar with the 

matter.

The Microsoft spokes-
man declined to com-

ment  on whether  the 
board had decided Gates  
should go.

In a statement to the Wall 
Street Journal, a spokesman 
for Gates said his decision 
to leave the board of Mi-
crosoft had nothing to do 
with his involvement with 
an employee.

“There was an affair al-
most 20 years ago which 
ended amicably. Bill’s de-
cision to transition off the 
board was in no way related 
to this matter,” the state-
ment said.

“In fact, he had expressed 
an interest in spending 

more time on his philan-
thropy starting several 
years earlier.”

A spokesman for the 
Gates Foundation told Reu-
ters it stood by the state-
ment to the paper.

The billionaire,  who 
co -founded Microsoft 
in 1975 and served as its 
CEO until 2000, said in 
March 2020 that he was 
stepping down from the 
board to focus more on  
philanthropy.

Gates and his wife Melin-
da filed for divorce earlier 
this month after 27 years of 
marriage.

2020

Dubai ruler 
dissolves 
tribunal 
for settling 
disputes with 
home lenders
Reuters 

Dubai’s ruler dissolved 
by decree a special 

tribunal formed after the 
global financial crisis over 
a decade ago to settle dis-
putes related to real estate 
lenders Amlak Finance and 
Tamweel, the government 
media office said on Twitter 
yesterday. 

Sheikh Mohammed Bin 
Rashid Al Maktoum or-
dered the creation of the 
special judicial committee 
in 2009 to protect creditors 
of mortgage lenders Am-
lak and Tamweel following 
the debt and property crisis 
that wobbled the emirate’s 
economy.

“Pursuant to the Decree, 
all complaint and lawsuits 
that have been reviewed by 
the Special Tribunal and ha-
ven’t received a final judg-
ment will be referred to the 
concerned Court of First 
Instance at Dubai Courts,” 
a statement on Sheikh Mo-
hammed’s website said.

Dubai eases COVID-19 
restrictions, allows full 
hotel capacity

Reuters 

Dubai yesterday eased COVID-19 restrictions, allowing hotels 
in the regional tourism hub to operate at full capacity and 

permitting concerts and sports events where all attendees and 
participants have been vaccinated.

The United Arab Emirates ranks highly globally for COVID-19 
testing and vaccination rates.

Social distancing and compulsory face masks will continue, 
Dubai’s Supreme Committee of Crisis and Disaster Manage-
ment said. Capacities for restaurants and entertainment venues 
also increased.

Dubai has pushed to keep its economy, which relies on inter-
national trade and business, open through the pandemic after 
an initial lockdown. The emirate is due to host the Expo 2020 
world fair from October, hoping to attract millions of overseas 
visitors.

The UAE has in recent weeks banned entry from India, 
Bangladesh, Pakistan, Nepal and Sri Lanka to guard against the 
spread of the highly contagious Indian variant.

Saudi to reopen 
to foreign 
tourists soon, 
official says

Reuters 

Saudi Arabia plans to 
soon reopen to foreign 

tourists, a senior tourism 
official said yesterday af-
ter the kingdom announced 
the lifting of quarantine re-
strictions for certain foreign 
arrivals.

The kingdom announced 
late on Sunday that non-cit-
izens arriving from certain 
countries and who were 
fully vaccinated against or 
recently recovered from 
COVID-19 would no longer 
be required to quarantine 
in designated government 
hotels.

Those new measures, 
however, only apply to res-
idents, government and 
business travellers or those 
visiting friends and family 
but not foreign tourists, ac-
cording to the Saudi Tour-
ism Authority (STA).

STA Chief Executive Fahd 
Hamidaddin said the king-
dom would reopen to for-
eign tourists this year with 
an announcement expected 
to be made “very soon.”

Hamidaddin declined to 
say exactly when.

Saudi Arabia liberalised 
its tourism industry in 2019, 
making it easier for foreign-
ers to apply for tourist vi-
sas to the kingdom that had 
been relatively closed off for 
decades.

Hamidaddin said the 
kingdom was still target-
ing 100 million annual vis-
its by 2030, up from about 
40 million a year before the 
pandemic. It was also still 
targeting for tourism to ac-
count for 10% of GDP, up 
from 3%, by 2030, he said.

Tourists watch Saudi men 
perform a traditional folk dance

Chile’s govt 
in shock loss 
as voters pick 
independents 
to draft 
constitution

Reuters 

Chile’s center-right rul-
ing coalition suffered a 

shock loss on Sunday night 
after failing to secure a crit-
ical one-third of seats in 
the body that will draft the 
country’s new constitution.

With 90% of the votes 
counted, candidates backed 
by President Sebastian Pin-
era’s centre-right Chile Va-
mos coalition had won only 
a fifth while independents 
picked up the most votes. 
New proposals will require 
two-thirds approval and 
without a third of the dele-
gates, the government will 
struggle to block radical 
changes to the constitution 
unless it can forge new al-
liances.

The result and defeats for 
Chile Vamos candidates in 
mayoral, governatorial and 
municipal elections held at 
the same time bode ill for 
the ruling coalition ahead 
of general and presidential 
elections in November.

Poll workers wearing protective 
masks sort through and count 
the votes

Bengal tiger found unharmed after week missing in Texas
AFP News

A Bengal tiger last seen a week 
ago roaming the lawns of 

suburban Houston and terrifying 
locals has been found unharmed 
and was moved Sunday to an an-
imal sanctuary, police said.

“We got him, and he’s healthy,” 
Houston police commander Ron 
Borza was seen saying in a video.

The animal, named India, had 
been in the custody of the wife 
of its owner, a 26-year-old man 
seen in social media videos last 
week kissing the untethered tiger 
before placing it into his car and 
driving off.

The man, identified as Victor 

Cuevas, was arrested Monday, 
freed Wednesday, then re-arrest-
ed Friday. He had faced a past 
murder charge.

When the incident began May 
9, frightened neighbors saw the 
nine-month-old tiger wandering 
through their yards in a residen-
tial neighbourhood.

Videos showed an off-duty 
sheriff ’s deputy pulling a gun 
when he saw the tiger, before 
Cuevas arrived to take it away.

The animal was recovered by 
the owner’s wife, and she agreed 
to hand it over to police, Borza 
told reporters late Saturday.

He did not say where the big cat 

had spent the week but stressed 
that the woman had always 
known its whereabouts.

“We are happy to report that 
the missing tiger seen in a Hou-
ston neighborhood last week has 
been found and appears to be 
unharmed,” city police said.

Easy to catch a tiger?
Owning a tiger is illegal within 

Houston city limits -- though it 
is permitted in many parts of the 
state under certain conditions 
-- but police said Cuevas’s wife 
would face no charges.

Still, Borza told reporters, “You 
should not have that in your 

home. It’s not good for the tiger.”
The Houston Police Depart-

ment released a video of the 
175-pound (80-kilogram) tiger 
being petted and given a drink.

The big cat was transported to 
the Cleveland Amory Black Beau-
ty Ranch in Murchison, Texas, 
where it will have its own habi-
tat with half an acre of land (0.2 
hectare), including a wooded area 
and pool.

“Our goal is to provide him the 
best quality of life for the rest of 
his life,” ranch director Noelle 
Almrud told a press conference.

Almrud told reporters that In-
dia would go into quarantine for 

30 days before being introduced 
to its new habitat, although he 
looked healthy based on an initial 
visual inspection.

Texas is known for having a 
large number of tigers in captivity.

Nationwide, the WWF conser-
vation group estimates that there 
are some 5,000 tigers living in 
captivity, a number greater than 
the entire world population of 
wild tigers.

Borza, in his news conference, 
thanked the Houston police of-
ficers who helped track the an-
imal down. “I think the public 
thought it’d be easy to catch a ti-
ger,” he said. “But it wasn’t at all.”

A Bengal tiger called “India” is seen in a cage after being captured by authorities 
nearly a week after being seen roaming in Houston

Monster cyclone makes landfall in India, Gujarat evacuates over 200,000
AFP News 

M ore than 200,000 people 
were evacuated from their 

homes in the Indian state of Gu-
jarat and authorities shut ports 
and major airports as the most 
powerful cyclone in more than 
two decades made landfall in the 
state late yesterday. 

Rain intensified and several 
incidents of power outages were 
reported in the state. Electricity 
pylons and trees were uprooted 
and buildings were damaged in 
coastal areas of Gujarat, state au-
thorities said.

With the worst of the storm 
expected to last for several hours 
after it slammed into the state’s 
coast, it piles more pressure on 
Indian authorities already strug-
gling with a huge caseload of COV-
ID-19 infections.

“This cyclone is a terrible dou-
ble blow for millions of people in 
India whose families have been 

struck down by record COVID in-
fections and deaths. Many fami-
lies are barely staying afloat,” said 
Udaya Regmi, South Asia head of 
delegation, International Federa-
tion of Red Cross.

The cyclone has already killed 
at least 16 people and left a trail 
of destruction as it brushed past 
the coastal states of Kerala, Kar-

nataka, Goa and Maharashtra, the 
authorities said.

“The landfall process has start-
ed, and it is expected to last for 
four hours. The intensity of the 
Cyclone Tauktae will go down 
once it is over,” Gujarat Chief 
Minister Vijay Rupani said in a 
social media address on late Mon-
day evening.

State revenue secretary Pankaj 
Kumar told Reuters it would be 
the most severe cyclone to hit 
Gujarat in at least 20 years. A 1998 
cyclone killed at least 4,000 peo-
ple and caused hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars in damage in Gu-
jarat. Regmi said the Indian Red 
Cross Emergency team was work-
ing with authorities and helping 

with the evacuations from low 
lying areas to relief centres fur-
ther inland in the face of what he 
called a “monster storm”.

The Indian Meteorological 
Department (IMD) categorised 
the storm, which formed in the 
Arabian Sea, as an “extremely 
severe” storm, upgrading it from 
“very severe”.

A damaged car is seen on a road after a tree fell on it Passenger buses are stranded on a waterlogged road

France, Germany and Spain 
strike deal over joint combat jet
Reuters 

France, Ger-
many and 

Spain said on 
Monday they 
had reached a 
deal over the next steps of the 
development of a new fighter 
jet, Europe’s largest defence 
project at an estimated cost 
of more than 100 billion euros 
($121.4 billion).

France in particular has 
billed the combat jet project -- 
which includes a next-gener-
ation manned and unmanned 
aircraft -- as crucial for Europe 
to strengthen its defence au-
tonomy and face competition 
from China, Russia and the 
United States.

The next development 
phase for the Future Combat 
Air System (FCAS) is expected 
to cost 3.5 billion euros ($4.25 

billion), to be 
shared equal-
ly by the three 
countries.

“ F r a n c e , 
G e r m a n y 
a n d  S p a i n 

are building one of the most 
important tools for their sov-
ereignty and that of Europe 
in the 21st century,” French 
Armed Forces Minister Flor-
ence Parly tweeted.

France’s Dassault Aviation, 
Airbus and Indra - the latter 
two representing Germany 
and Spain respectively - are 
involved in the scheme to start 
replacing French Rafale and 
German and Spanish Euro-
fighters from 2040. The sum 
will cover finalisation of the 
designs of both the combat 
jet and drone by 2024 and the 
building of demonstrators for 
both.

China to relax birth 
policy
Reuters 

China will tread careful-
ly in relaxing its birth 

policies for fear of harm-
ing social stability, even as 
the latest census highlights 
the urgency to address the 
country’s declining birth 
trends and ageing popula-
tion, policy sources said.

Expectations for birth 
policy reforms are rising 
after the 2020 census last 
week showed China’s pop-
ulation grew at its slowest 
in the last decade since the 
1950s as births declined and 
ageing accelerated.

A fertility rate of 1.3 chil-
dren per woman in 2020, 
on par with ageing societies 
like Japan and Italy, under-
scores the risk for China: 
the world’s second-biggest 
economy may already be 
in irreversible population 
decline without having first 
accumulated the household 
wealth of G7 nations.
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Khodynka Tragedy: A mass panic on Khodyn-
ka Field, Moscow, during the festivities of the 
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in the deaths of 1,389 people

 India becomes the sixth nation to ex-
plode an atomic bomb

Sri Lankan Civil War: The LTTE 
are defeated by the Sri Lankan 

government, ending almost 26 years 
of fighting between the two sides.
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Da i l y  av e r a g e  o f 
#COVID19 +ve cases 

from 1 to 8 May was 37, 
144. Down to 35,919 in 
the last week. 10% - 30% 
decrease in 8 districts. 
Active cases down from 
4,45,000 to 3,62,315. 
Lockdown will  bear 
fruit. Let us continue 
to be cautious. We shall 
overcome!

@vijayanpinarayi

The current violence 
in Gaza & Israel only 

perpetuates the cycles 
of death, destruction & 
despair, and pushes far-
ther to the horizon any 
hopes of coexistence & 
peace. Fighting must 
stop immediately. The 
@UN is actively engag-
ing all sides towards an 
immediate ceasefire.

@antonioguterres

Interacted with doc-
tors across India. They 

shared insightful inputs, 
based on their own ex-
periences of curing COV-
ID-19. The determination 
of our doctors during 
these times is remarkable!

@narendramodi

#Cancer affects nearly 
20 million people & 

causes 10 million deaths. 
Responding to the global 
cancer burden requires 
solidarity. I thank @
IARCWHO staff for their 
valued contribution to 
cancer research & con-
gratulate Elisabete Wei-
derpass, @IARC_DIR, for 
her visionary leadership.

@DrTedros
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164,139,714

3,400,790

142,832,376

Deaths

Recovered:

New cases 

New deaths 
+185,707

+3,171

Country Total 
cases

new 
cases

Total 
deaths

New 
Deaths

Total 
recovered

Active 
cases

Egypt 245,721 14,327 181,478 49,916

Saudi 
Arabia

433,980 +886 7,174 +12 418,914 7,892

UAE 547,411 +1,229 1,633 +2 527,519 18,259

Kuwait 291,629 1,693 277,820 12,116

Oman 206,297 +786 2,206 +13 191,065 13,026

Qatar 213,485 +302 532 +2 207,796 5,157

Middle East

Country Total cases Total  
deaths

1 USA 33,727,307 600,308

2 India 25,227,970 278,751

3 Brazil 15,627,475 435,823

4 France 5,877,787 107,616

5 Turkey 5,127,548 44,983

6 Russia 4,949,573 116,211

7 UK 4,452,756 127,684

8 Italy 4,162,576 124,296

9 Spain 3,615,860 79,432

10 Germany 3,608,143 86,860

11 Argentina 3,307,285 70,522

12 Colombia 3,118,426 81,300

13 Poland 2,855,190 71,675

14 Iran 2,765,485 77,222

G l o b a l  t a l l y
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Figures as of closing

News in brief 
 u After much delay and 
on the cusp of a third wave 
of Covid-19 infections, South 
Africa yesterday launched a 
large-scale immunisation drive, 
targeting around five million people 
aged over 60 by the end of June. 
Health Minister Zweli Mkhize was on 
hand as nurses administered jabs at 
an elderly care facility in the mining town 
of Krugersdorp, around 30 kilometres (18 
miles) west of Johannesburg. Among the first 
seniors to receive their vaccinations under 
the mainstream campaign was 89-year-old 
Nobel Peace Prize winner and retired 
archbishop Desmond Tutu.

u Britons streamed into pubs, museums and other indoor 
venues on Monday as the country eased pandemic restrictions. 
“Together we have reached another milestone in our roadmap out of lockdown, 

but we must take this 
next step with a heavy 
dose of caution,” British 
Prime Minister Boris 
Johnson said Sunday. 
“We are keeping the 

spread of the variant first identified in India under close observation and taking 
swift action where infection rates are rising.” Across England, Wales and most of 
Scotland, people on Monday could once again grab a drink, a bite and dine inside 
pubs, restaurants and cafes.

u The US military has offered to provide some Johnson & 
Johnson’s 
(J&J) 
coronavirus 
vaccines for 
South Korean 
troops, the 
defence ministry said on Monday, as South Korea struggles with a shortage of 
COVID-19 shots. The offer comes days before President Moon Jae-in is due to visit 
Washington for his first summit with U.S. President Joe Biden, amid calls for Moon 
to secure more and faster deliveries of U.S.-made vaccines.

u Thailand reported a new daily high of 
nearly 10,000 coronavirus cases yesterday, more 
than two-thirds of them in prisons, as the kingdom battles 
its third wave of the pandemic. The kingdom’s Covid-19 task 
force reported 9,635 new cases, 6,853 of which were among 
prisoners. Nearly half of 24,000 inmates tested at eight 
prisons, mainly in Bangkok and its suburbs, including several where prominent 
democracy activists have been detained, were found to have the virus.

u Drugs with a street value of 
nearly 100 million euros have been seized in 
operations in Africa and the Middle East, including 
two major busts that show how traffickers are 
packing larger loads into their shipments, Interpol 

said yesterday.  Interpol worked with customs and police officials from 41 
countries for two operations in March and April that coordinated enforcement 
action at borders and other hotspots.

Britain 
eases virus 
lockdown

US military 
offers J&J vaccines 
for South Korean 
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Thailand 
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prison 

clusters

Cannabis and 
cocaine seized in 
big Niger and South 

Africa drug busts

South Africa 
launches large-
scale vaccination 

rollout

The affair came to light 
after the Microsoft 

employee wrote to the 
board in 2019 detailing 
it - and allegedly asked 
that Gates’ estranged 

wife Melinda Gates, 56, 
read the letter.

Gates, 65, quit the 
board suddenly in 
March 2020 while 
the investigation 

was still underway. 

The New York Times re-
ported that Gates asked 
two women who worked 
at Microsoft and his phil-

anthropic foundation 
out on dates while still 

married to Melinda.

KNOW WHAT

Bill Gates had an affair 
with an employee?

Reu-
ters 

M
icrosoft con-

d u c t e d  a  p ro b e 
into co-founder Bill 

Gates’ involvement 
with an employ-

ee almost 20 
y e a r s  a g o 
after it was 
told in 2019 
t h a t  h e 
had tried 

to start a romantic relation-
ship with the person, the 
company said on Monday.

Microsoft said it had re-
ceived a concern in the lat-
ter half of 2019 that Gates 
“had sought to initiate an 
intimate relationship with 
a company employee in 
the year 2000,” a Microsoft 
spokesman said in a state-
ment.

“A committee of the Board 
reviewed the concern, aid-
ed by an outside law firm to 
conduct a thorough inves-
tigation. Throughout the 
investigation, Microsoft 
provided extensive support 

to the employee who raised 
the concern,” the statement 
said.

The Wall Street Journal 
reported on Sunday that 

Microsoft’s board had 
decided that Gates’ in-

volvement with the female 
employee was inappro-
priate and he needed to 

step down in 2020, citing 
people familiar with the 

matter.

The Microsoft spokes-
man declined to com-

ment  on whether  the 
board had decided Gates  
should go.

In a statement to the Wall 
Street Journal, a spokesman 
for Gates said his decision 
to leave the board of Mi-
crosoft had nothing to do 
with his involvement with 
an employee.

“There was an affair al-
most 20 years ago which 
ended amicably. Bill’s de-
cision to transition off the 
board was in no way related 
to this matter,” the state-
ment said.

“In fact, he had expressed 
an interest in spending 

more time on his philan-
thropy starting several 
years earlier.”

A spokesman for the 
Gates Foundation told Reu-
ters it stood by the state-
ment to the paper.

The billionaire,  who 
co -founded Microsoft 
in 1975 and served as its 
CEO until 2000, said in 
March 2020 that he was 
stepping down from the 
board to focus more on  
philanthropy.

Gates and his wife Melin-
da filed for divorce earlier 
this month after 27 years of 
marriage.

2020

Dubai ruler 
dissolves 
tribunal 
for settling 
disputes with 
home lenders
Reuters 

Dubai’s ruler dissolved 
by decree a special 

tribunal formed after the 
global financial crisis over 
a decade ago to settle dis-
putes related to real estate 
lenders Amlak Finance and 
Tamweel, the government 
media office said on Twitter 
yesterday. 

Sheikh Mohammed Bin 
Rashid Al Maktoum or-
dered the creation of the 
special judicial committee 
in 2009 to protect creditors 
of mortgage lenders Am-
lak and Tamweel following 
the debt and property crisis 
that wobbled the emirate’s 
economy.

“Pursuant to the Decree, 
all complaint and lawsuits 
that have been reviewed by 
the Special Tribunal and ha-
ven’t received a final judg-
ment will be referred to the 
concerned Court of First 
Instance at Dubai Courts,” 
a statement on Sheikh Mo-
hammed’s website said.

Dubai eases COVID-19 
restrictions, allows full 
hotel capacity

Reuters 

Dubai yesterday eased COVID-19 restrictions, allowing hotels 
in the regional tourism hub to operate at full capacity and 

permitting concerts and sports events where all attendees and 
participants have been vaccinated.

The United Arab Emirates ranks highly globally for COVID-19 
testing and vaccination rates.

Social distancing and compulsory face masks will continue, 
Dubai’s Supreme Committee of Crisis and Disaster Manage-
ment said. Capacities for restaurants and entertainment venues 
also increased.

Dubai has pushed to keep its economy, which relies on inter-
national trade and business, open through the pandemic after 
an initial lockdown. The emirate is due to host the Expo 2020 
world fair from October, hoping to attract millions of overseas 
visitors.

The UAE has in recent weeks banned entry from India, 
Bangladesh, Pakistan, Nepal and Sri Lanka to guard against the 
spread of the highly contagious Indian variant.

Saudi to reopen 
to foreign 
tourists soon, 
official says

Reuters 

Saudi Arabia plans to 
soon reopen to foreign 

tourists, a senior tourism 
official said yesterday af-
ter the kingdom announced 
the lifting of quarantine re-
strictions for certain foreign 
arrivals.

The kingdom announced 
late on Sunday that non-cit-
izens arriving from certain 
countries and who were 
fully vaccinated against or 
recently recovered from 
COVID-19 would no longer 
be required to quarantine 
in designated government 
hotels.

Those new measures, 
however, only apply to res-
idents, government and 
business travellers or those 
visiting friends and family 
but not foreign tourists, ac-
cording to the Saudi Tour-
ism Authority (STA).

STA Chief Executive Fahd 
Hamidaddin said the king-
dom would reopen to for-
eign tourists this year with 
an announcement expected 
to be made “very soon.”

Hamidaddin declined to 
say exactly when.

Saudi Arabia liberalised 
its tourism industry in 2019, 
making it easier for foreign-
ers to apply for tourist vi-
sas to the kingdom that had 
been relatively closed off for 
decades.

Hamidaddin said the 
kingdom was still target-
ing 100 million annual vis-
its by 2030, up from about 
40 million a year before the 
pandemic. It was also still 
targeting for tourism to ac-
count for 10% of GDP, up 
from 3%, by 2030, he said.

Tourists watch Saudi men 
perform a traditional folk dance

Chile’s govt 
in shock loss 
as voters pick 
independents 
to draft 
constitution

Reuters 

Chile’s center-right rul-
ing coalition suffered a 

shock loss on Sunday night 
after failing to secure a crit-
ical one-third of seats in 
the body that will draft the 
country’s new constitution.

With 90% of the votes 
counted, candidates backed 
by President Sebastian Pin-
era’s centre-right Chile Va-
mos coalition had won only 
a fifth while independents 
picked up the most votes. 
New proposals will require 
two-thirds approval and 
without a third of the dele-
gates, the government will 
struggle to block radical 
changes to the constitution 
unless it can forge new al-
liances.

The result and defeats for 
Chile Vamos candidates in 
mayoral, governatorial and 
municipal elections held at 
the same time bode ill for 
the ruling coalition ahead 
of general and presidential 
elections in November.

Poll workers wearing protective 
masks sort through and count 
the votes

Bengal tiger found unharmed after week missing in Texas
AFP News

A Bengal tiger last seen a week 
ago roaming the lawns of 

suburban Houston and terrifying 
locals has been found unharmed 
and was moved Sunday to an an-
imal sanctuary, police said.

“We got him, and he’s healthy,” 
Houston police commander Ron 
Borza was seen saying in a video.

The animal, named India, had 
been in the custody of the wife 
of its owner, a 26-year-old man 
seen in social media videos last 
week kissing the untethered tiger 
before placing it into his car and 
driving off.

The man, identified as Victor 

Cuevas, was arrested Monday, 
freed Wednesday, then re-arrest-
ed Friday. He had faced a past 
murder charge.

When the incident began May 
9, frightened neighbors saw the 
nine-month-old tiger wandering 
through their yards in a residen-
tial neighbourhood.

Videos showed an off-duty 
sheriff ’s deputy pulling a gun 
when he saw the tiger, before 
Cuevas arrived to take it away.

The animal was recovered by 
the owner’s wife, and she agreed 
to hand it over to police, Borza 
told reporters late Saturday.

He did not say where the big cat 

had spent the week but stressed 
that the woman had always 
known its whereabouts.

“We are happy to report that 
the missing tiger seen in a Hou-
ston neighborhood last week has 
been found and appears to be 
unharmed,” city police said.

Easy to catch a tiger?
Owning a tiger is illegal within 

Houston city limits -- though it 
is permitted in many parts of the 
state under certain conditions 
-- but police said Cuevas’s wife 
would face no charges.

Still, Borza told reporters, “You 
should not have that in your 

home. It’s not good for the tiger.”
The Houston Police Depart-

ment released a video of the 
175-pound (80-kilogram) tiger 
being petted and given a drink.

The big cat was transported to 
the Cleveland Amory Black Beau-
ty Ranch in Murchison, Texas, 
where it will have its own habi-
tat with half an acre of land (0.2 
hectare), including a wooded area 
and pool.

“Our goal is to provide him the 
best quality of life for the rest of 
his life,” ranch director Noelle 
Almrud told a press conference.

Almrud told reporters that In-
dia would go into quarantine for 

30 days before being introduced 
to its new habitat, although he 
looked healthy based on an initial 
visual inspection.

Texas is known for having a 
large number of tigers in captivity.

Nationwide, the WWF conser-
vation group estimates that there 
are some 5,000 tigers living in 
captivity, a number greater than 
the entire world population of 
wild tigers.

Borza, in his news conference, 
thanked the Houston police of-
ficers who helped track the an-
imal down. “I think the public 
thought it’d be easy to catch a ti-
ger,” he said. “But it wasn’t at all.”

A Bengal tiger called “India” is seen in a cage after being captured by authorities 
nearly a week after being seen roaming in Houston

Monster cyclone makes landfall in India, Gujarat evacuates over 200,000
AFP News 

M ore than 200,000 people 
were evacuated from their 

homes in the Indian state of Gu-
jarat and authorities shut ports 
and major airports as the most 
powerful cyclone in more than 
two decades made landfall in the 
state late yesterday. 

Rain intensified and several 
incidents of power outages were 
reported in the state. Electricity 
pylons and trees were uprooted 
and buildings were damaged in 
coastal areas of Gujarat, state au-
thorities said.

With the worst of the storm 
expected to last for several hours 
after it slammed into the state’s 
coast, it piles more pressure on 
Indian authorities already strug-
gling with a huge caseload of COV-
ID-19 infections.

“This cyclone is a terrible dou-
ble blow for millions of people in 
India whose families have been 

struck down by record COVID in-
fections and deaths. Many fami-
lies are barely staying afloat,” said 
Udaya Regmi, South Asia head of 
delegation, International Federa-
tion of Red Cross.

The cyclone has already killed 
at least 16 people and left a trail 
of destruction as it brushed past 
the coastal states of Kerala, Kar-

nataka, Goa and Maharashtra, the 
authorities said.

“The landfall process has start-
ed, and it is expected to last for 
four hours. The intensity of the 
Cyclone Tauktae will go down 
once it is over,” Gujarat Chief 
Minister Vijay Rupani said in a 
social media address on late Mon-
day evening.

State revenue secretary Pankaj 
Kumar told Reuters it would be 
the most severe cyclone to hit 
Gujarat in at least 20 years. A 1998 
cyclone killed at least 4,000 peo-
ple and caused hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars in damage in Gu-
jarat. Regmi said the Indian Red 
Cross Emergency team was work-
ing with authorities and helping 

with the evacuations from low 
lying areas to relief centres fur-
ther inland in the face of what he 
called a “monster storm”.

The Indian Meteorological 
Department (IMD) categorised 
the storm, which formed in the 
Arabian Sea, as an “extremely 
severe” storm, upgrading it from 
“very severe”.

A damaged car is seen on a road after a tree fell on it Passenger buses are stranded on a waterlogged road

France, Germany and Spain 
strike deal over joint combat jet
Reuters 

France, Ger-
many and 

Spain said on 
Monday they 
had reached a 
deal over the next steps of the 
development of a new fighter 
jet, Europe’s largest defence 
project at an estimated cost 
of more than 100 billion euros 
($121.4 billion).

France in particular has 
billed the combat jet project -- 
which includes a next-gener-
ation manned and unmanned 
aircraft -- as crucial for Europe 
to strengthen its defence au-
tonomy and face competition 
from China, Russia and the 
United States.

The next development 
phase for the Future Combat 
Air System (FCAS) is expected 
to cost 3.5 billion euros ($4.25 

billion), to be 
shared equal-
ly by the three 
countries.

“ F r a n c e , 
G e r m a n y 
a n d  S p a i n 

are building one of the most 
important tools for their sov-
ereignty and that of Europe 
in the 21st century,” French 
Armed Forces Minister Flor-
ence Parly tweeted.

France’s Dassault Aviation, 
Airbus and Indra - the latter 
two representing Germany 
and Spain respectively - are 
involved in the scheme to start 
replacing French Rafale and 
German and Spanish Euro-
fighters from 2040. The sum 
will cover finalisation of the 
designs of both the combat 
jet and drone by 2024 and the 
building of demonstrators for 
both.

China to relax birth 
policy
Reuters 

China will tread careful-
ly in relaxing its birth 

policies for fear of harm-
ing social stability, even as 
the latest census highlights 
the urgency to address the 
country’s declining birth 
trends and ageing popula-
tion, policy sources said.

Expectations for birth 
policy reforms are rising 
after the 2020 census last 
week showed China’s pop-
ulation grew at its slowest 
in the last decade since the 
1950s as births declined and 
ageing accelerated.

A fertility rate of 1.3 chil-
dren per woman in 2020, 
on par with ageing societies 
like Japan and Italy, under-
scores the risk for China: 
the world’s second-biggest 
economy may already be 
in irreversible population 
decline without having first 
accumulated the household 
wealth of G7 nations.
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NAVRATNA RESTAURANT CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
COOK(ASSISTANT) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39240652  or  
info@navaratnarestaurant.com
ROMA CONTRACTING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
66708118  or  info@awtadi.com
WESTPOINT HOME (BAHRAIN) W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17838129  or  ADEL.
JABBER@WPHOME.COM
M I CONTRACTING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17009161  or  M.I.75@HOTMAIL.COM
M I CONTRACTING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17009161  or  M.I.75@HOTMAIL.COM
NASSER SAEED AL-HAJRI 
CORPORATION W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SCAFFOLDER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17312220  or  AHCGLOBLE@
BATELCO.COM.BH
Al enma house for security services 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36574740  or  
admin@enmabh.com
Bahrain Duty Free Co. WLL has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  RETAIL 
TRADE SALESMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17728738  or  
MANAL@BDUTYFREE.COM
Bahrain Duty Free Co. WLL has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  RETAIL 
TRADE SALESMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17728738  or  
MANAL@BDUTYFREE.COM
BEACON PRIVATE SCHOOL W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
TEACHER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17103030  or  DADABHAI@
BATELCO.COM.BH
110Building Materials Co. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  SALES 
EXECUTIVE REPRESENTATIVE , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17259995  or  nhbahrain@gmail.com
Khunnay  Kanom Thai W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
MANAGER (FOOD & BEVERAGES 
SECTION) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33002483  or  
PROMSOMTHIEHANAKAN@GMAIL.COM
KAMALA LADIES BEAUTY SALON 
WLL has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  BEAUTICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 66908231  or  
ARBUJASURESH4@GMAIL.COM
ROOTS PHARMACY CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER/
PACKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39137826  or  wahmur@
gmail.com
GREAT WALL CONTRACTING 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
77371367  or  BACCUMIYA01@
GMAIL.COM
MWT CLEANING SERVICES CO.W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 36767312  or  mwtcleaning@
gmail.com
Seoul resturant w.l.l has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SUPERVISOR , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33863711  or  SEOULADLIYA@
GMAIL.COM
ALSABAH TRAVEL has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  TICKETING CLERK , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17229040  or  ARABIANAGENCY1@
YAHOO.COM
WANIYA STAR CONTRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 35947209  or  asma.
minhas005@gmail.com
CLASS VEIL CLOACKS TAILORING 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SALESMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17772374  or  
CLASSYVEIL.NA@GMAIL.COM
AL SHIRAWI U.S.CHILLERS (L.L.C) 
- FOREIGN BRANCH COMPANY 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  

AIR-CONDITIONING TECHNICIAN , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39460303  or 
ANWAR CARGO HANDLING CO 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 35356790  or  
ANWARCERGOHANDLINGSPC@
YAHOO.COM
THREE STARS MAINTENANCE 
SERVICES CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
39647665  or  bablumiah1993@
gmail.com
NILUPA CLEANING & INTERIOR 
DECORATION CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , 
suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 35373816  or  
FASTWAYBH@GMAIL.COM
KHAN AND BROTHERS CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  DRIVER 
, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33323251  or  
SK33323251@GMAIL.COM
AHMED ABDULLA CARGO HANDLING 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 35609260  or  
AHMADBH811@GMAIL.COM
ASPIREDIA   CO BAHRAINI 
PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  OFFICE 
ASSISTANT , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33228104  or  ALI_O_ALI@
HOTMAIL.COM
MAHMOOD QADEER JEWELLERY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36699467  or  
MINAHILMEHMOODALII@GMAIL.COM
AL MEEZAN CONTRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33310257  or  AFRIDI302@GMAIL.COM
A M AND M A  SERVICES W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 34561904  or  
AM A N D M A S E RV I C E S B H @
GMAIL.COM
ALAWI GARAGE has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SALES AGENT , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33923345  or  ABWFWADALRDAY@
GMAIL.COM
EXINA CLEAN LAUNDRY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LAUNDERER/
PRESSER(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33979584  or  
ZEHANNAN000@GMAIL.COM
RAHI AUTO CAR SERVICE has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36383778  or  88ALMANAMI88@
GMAIL.COM
SHOAIB FOR COMPUTER 
CONSULYANCY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33701470  or  SHOAIB.BH.PK@
GMAIL.COM
RAJ R INTERIOR DESIGN has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36224336  or  ALOOY20019@
GMAIL.COM
RAJ R TO INSTALL AND ASSEMBLE 
BILLBOARDS has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
36224336  or  ALOOY20019@
GMAIL.COM
ABDULRAHMAN EBRAHIM 
ALMOOSA CO. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  
W O R K E R ( C O N S T R U C T I O N ) .
GENERAL , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17531235  or  
GALIBALMOOSA@YAHOO.COM
ALSAEED ENTERPRISES has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  MASON 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17162348  or  modernmarblecontracting@
gmail.com
BAHRAIN SERVICES & MAINTENANCE 
COMPANY B.S.C. (CLOSED) has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17727676  or  
BASMAHO@BATELCO.COM.BH
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY 
(W.L.L) has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17727925  or  
yousif@aanass.net

NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY 
(W.L.L) has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17727925  or  
yousif@aanass.net
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY 
(W.L.L) has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17727925  or  
yousif@aanass.net
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY 
(W.L.L) has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17727925  or  
yousif@aanass.net
G4S SECURE SOLUTIONS BAHRAIN 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17714409  or  SUMAIRA.
YASMIN@BH.G4S.COM
EXCELLENCE ENGINEERING 
ENTERPRIZES W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17532010  
or  METEE@BATELCO.COM.BH
THUNDERBOLT DOCUMENT 
CLEARENCE has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39479293  
or  YAQOOBAHMADI@GMAIL.COM
Amin Car Maintenance Center has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 34451818  or  
FAYEZALZAGRI1@GMAIL.COM
NASSER SAEED AL-HAJRI 
CORPORATION W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SCAFFOLDER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17312220  or  AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.
COM.BH
NASSER SAEED AL-HAJRI 
CORPORATION W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SCAFFOLDER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17312220  or  AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.
COM.BH
NASSER SAEED AL-HAJRI 
CORPORATION W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SCAFFOLDER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17312220  or  AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.
COM.BH
MOHAMMED MUHANNA JASIM has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 35609260  or  
MUHANAJASIM1@GMAIL.COM
M S D INTERIOR DECORATION CO 
BAHRAINI PARTNERSHIP COMPANY 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33506093  or  SHAKIL.
AFZAL@HOTMAIL.COM
BRAND B SERVICES W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
37344333  or  NFLIX346346@
GMAIL.COM
MIRZA HASAN MANSOOR HASAN has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  FARMER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36446668  or  MIRZA_22@
HOTMAIL.COM
ABDULHUSAIN KHUDHUR & AHMED & 
YOUSIF ALI AHMED has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17500331  
or  ABDULHA@BATELCO.COM.BH
S N INTERIOR W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33701470  
or  SHOAIB.BH.PK@GMAIL.COM
SWIMCON CONTRACTING W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  ACCOUNTANT , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 32171292  or  
SWIMCONWLL@GMAIL.COM
BRAND B SERVICES W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 37344333  or  
NFLIX346346@GMAIL.COM
SPINFLOW SERVICES W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 65002314  or  
SHALINEEPER@GMAIL.COM
NOORKOOT INTERIOR DECORATION 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33005162  
or  AMIRIKRAM121@GMAIL.COM
AL SHAYAN BUILDING MATERIALS 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17335780  or  

HAJISHAHBAZ@YMAIL.COM
M S TECHNOLOGY W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact  
33701470   or  MS8571933@
GMAIL.COM
NOOR AL DIYAR  PRIVATE SCHOOL 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
TEACHER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 77507777  or  INFO@
NOORALDIYAR.COM
CPIC Abahsain Fiberglass W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17468532  or  MSYED@
ABAHSAIN.COM
CPIC Abahsain Fiberglass W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17468532  or  MSYED@
ABAHSAIN.COM
CPIC Abahsain Fiberglass W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17468532  or  MSYED@
ABAHSAIN.COM
CPIC Abahsain Fiberglass W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17468532  or  MSYED@
ABAHSAIN.COM
Burj Mushraf Contracting Co. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER(CONSTRUCTION).
GENERAL , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33346825  or  
ABDULLAHMASOODK@GMAIL.COM
THE BRITISH SCHOOL OF BAHRAIN/ 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
TEACHER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17610920  or  hrcv@
thebsbh.com
MOHAMMED ALI JASSIM has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17223698  
or  ANDY_PANAHI@LIVE.COM
FADHEL EBRAHIM EDHRABOOH 
(SAQER ALSAFON - 8146) has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SEAMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39094999  or  
fadheledrabooh82@gmail.com
SHIFAN CARGO AND COURIER 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 35437262  or  
MMFAROOQ130@GMAIL.COM
A J M KOOHEJI GROUP BSC CLOSED 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  TECHNICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17403304  or  
lmra@AJMKOOHEJI.COM
Almuntazah stationery has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALESMAN , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17346000  or  hr@ALMEER.COM.BH
AHMED MANSOOR ALAALI has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
INSPECTOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17265555  or  
adeel.hameed@al-aali.com
AHMED MANSOOR ALAALI has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
SUPERVISOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17265555  or  
adeel.hameed@al-aali.com
GULF HOTELS GROUP - GULF HOTEL 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  TECHNICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17713000  or  
hussain.abbas@gulfhotelbahrain.com
GULF HOTELS GROUP - GULF 
HOTEL has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  REFRIGERATION AND 
AC PLANT INSTALLER/MECHANIC 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17713000  or  hussain.abbas@
gulfhotelbahrain.com
ALAMAL CARGO COMPANY W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
HEAVY DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17292565  or  
JASEER@ALAMALTRAVEL.COM
ABDULLA ALI MOHAMMED KHAMIS 
FURNITURE FACTORY W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
CARPENTER(FURNITURE) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17440162  or  ALKHAMIS@BATELCO.
COM.BH
PANORAMA CONTRACTING & 
ENGINEERING SERVI has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CARPENTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17729935  or  AHMED@
PANORAMABH.COM

BOKHOWA CONTRACTING & 
TRADING GROUP W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17255980  or  ADEEBALI@
BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
ALREDA ALUMINIUM B S C . CLOSED 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17277360  or  aliam@
batelco.com.bh
AFAAQ ALKALIJ EXCAVATION & 
BUILDING EQUIPMENTS RENNTAL 
BSC closed has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  DIESEL MECHANIC , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17877246  or  ABOMOHMAD71@
HOTMAIL.COM
BAHRAIN SERVICES & MAINTENANCE 
COMPANY B.S.C. (CLOSED) has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17727676  or  BASMAHO@BATELCO.
COM.BH
Regency hotel has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CHEF , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17227777  or  
MOHAMMED.SANAD@IHG.COM
Bahrain Precast Construction w.l.l 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
STEEL FABRICATOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17875600  or  
JSA@BPC.BH
Alsalam Gas has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  AIR-CONDITIONING 
TECHNICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17401212  or  
cv@salamgas.com
ALSHAHEEN CONTRACTING 
ESTABLISHMENT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17683576  or  basheer.ktr@hotmail.com
ELITE BUILDING CONTRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  PAINTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39456022  or  MOFAZZAL888@
GMAIL.COM
ARAB BANKING CORPORATION B S 
C has a vacancy for the occupation of  
ANALYST(COMPUTER SYSTEMS) , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17543000  or  HO.HR@bank-abc.com
DELMON FISH has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SALES MANAGER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17226588  or  FDELMON@BATELCO.
COM.BH
ALDEEBIL FISH FACTORY has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17732677  or  hasan.
aldeebel@gmail.com
Boskalis Westminster Contracting 
Limited has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  ACCOUNTANT , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17535757  or  
boskalis@batelco.com.bh
ALGHANAH GROUP W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
ELECTRICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17722333  or  
info@alghanah.com
ALGHANAH GROUP W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17722333  or  info@alghanah.com
DEEKO BAHRAIN W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  MANAGER 
(ACCOUNTS AND FINANCE) , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17458999  or  hr.recruitment@
deekobahrain.com
Optica W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SPECTACLES FITTER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36026121  or  ahmed.director@
optica.net
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY 
(W.L.L) has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SENIOR QUANTITY SURVEYOR , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17727925  or  yousif@aanass.net
SOUTH GATE CONSTRUCTION 
AND CLEANING has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
77061717  or  YKHALFAN@GMAIL.COM
MINGORA SERVICES W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
66633465  or  MINGORABH@GMAIL.COM
Easy and Fast Trade has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36606610  or  EASYFAST.BH@
GMAIL.COM

Universal Cold Store Trgd .Co .LTd 
Foreign Company has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
36103031  or  HR_BAHRAIN@
UNIVERSALCSC.COM
Burj Mushraf Contracting Co. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  MASON 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33346825  or  ABDULLAHMASOODK@
GMAIL.COM
BORA BORA S.P.C OWNED BY FAISAL 
ABDULLA HASAN ISA ALJASIM has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WAITER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36361311  or  BORABORA.BAHRAIN@
GMAIL.COM
LULU BAHRAIN HYPERMARKET. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  RETAIL TRADE SALESMAN , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17553555  or  careers@bh.lulumea.com
First Choice Cleaning Services Co. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36491411  or  
MURTAZAWALI100@GMAIL.COM
MASTAN ALI INTERNATIONAL 
TECHNOLOGY SERVICES W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  TECHNICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33303946  or  
MASTANALI3330@GMAIL.COM
G.R.O. SPORTS INSTRUCTION 
ACADEMY W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  TRAINER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
33284747  or  RASHEED@
MATRIXBCT.COM
ARLA FOODS W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation 
of  OPERATOR(MECHANICAL 
MACHINERY)GENERAL , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17464562  or  JGRE@
ARLAFOODS.COM
Canolly Fashion Co. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  DRIVER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33000558  or  MILBERTELDHO@
GMAIL.COM
Ever Fine Trading W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALESMAN , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17227206  or  GEEPASBAHRAIN@
GMAIL.COM
BAHRAIN GUARDING SOLUTIONS 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
66393120  or  MALYAQOOB@
GULFCOMMERCIALSOLUTIONS.COM
FOOD WORLD W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  ACCOUNTANT , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
66677733  or  FOODWORLD.WLL@
GMAIL.COM
REAL LINE MANAGEMENT 
CONSULTANCY has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  ADMINISTRATOR 
, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33331807  or  
ALHAMEEDI.89@GMAIL.COM
Burj Mushraf Contracting Co. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER(CONSTRUCTION).
GENERAL , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33346825  or  
ABDULLAHMASOODK@GMAIL.COM
ALNAEEM TAILORING W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34100500  or  NURALAMINDESIGNS@
GMAIL.COM
RUBY STAR MARKET W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39462260  or  
AHUJAIRI@HOTMAIL.COM
HAPANHOFF CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CONSTRUCTION 
WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39138008  or  
GRANDMOTHERKARAK@GMAIL.COM
Universal Cold Store Trgd .Co .LTd 
Foreign Company has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36103031  or  HR_BAHRAIN@
UNIVERSALCSC.COM
Universal Cold Store Trgd .Co .LTd 
Foreign Company has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36103031  
or  HR_BAHRAIN@UNIVERSALCSC.COM
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Gulf Baz Logistics CO. W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
STOREKEEPER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 69990032  or  
GULFBAZBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM

A - KARIM ALJAHROMI 
CONTRACTING COMPANY WLL 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17831000  or  
AKJCONT@BATELCO.COM.BH

Areena Contractor Group Co. S.P.C 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17245222  or  
ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.COM

URBASER BAHRAIN CO W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17131018  or  
AHMEDALKHAN@GMAIL.COM

MOHAMMAD ABDULLA 
ALAReedh CO.W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  DRIVER/
OPERATOR(CRANE) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
38811122  or  ALI@ALAREEDH.COM

Bilal jamil khan for Other business 
support service activities C 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36848778  or  
JALALKHAN8383@GMAIL.COM

Seven Energy W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WELDER , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17500791  or  hr@seven-
energy.com

Sadman construction co wll 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MASON , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 37728500  or  
hkbclearance@gmail.com

TURATH MANDALI RESTAURANT 
FOR GRILLS AND IRANIAN FOOD 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39468278  or  
ALI.QASSIM7@GMAIL.COM

AMMAR ABDULLA HASAN 
QATTAN /( NOOR ALI/7862  ) 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SEAMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39819232  or  
ali_10_10@hotmail.com

MOHAMED ABDULNABI ALI  
(RIHANNA ALRASUL / 12140) 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SEAMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39466236  or  
WIYAK@HOTMAIL.COM

ABDULAHUSAIN KHUDHUR 
&AHMED AND YOUSIF SNOS OF 
ALI AHMED has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
36636622  or  ERAPROJECTS@
BATELCO.COM.BH

Prestige Class Office for moving 
home and office furniture has 
a vacancy for the occupation 
of  DRIVER(HEAVY VEHICLE) 
, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39787837  or  
PRESTIGECLASSBH@GMAIL.COM

ALKHABBAZ COLLECTION OF 
COOKING OIL has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
39299322  or  ABOSAJAD234567@
ICLOUD.COM

FOUR WALLS INTERNATIONAL 
CO. S.P.C. OWNER 
ABDULMAJEED KHALID AWAD 
ALLAM has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CASHIER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17215550  or  J.ELIAN@4444WALL.COM
8 stars Contracting Co. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77059992  or  
SKYSTAR.COMPANY@YAHOO.COM

Basmalah Second Hand Goods 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39854843  or  
ALDADA7211@GMAIL.COM

AL SALTANAH DOCUMENT 
CLEARING has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
36333817  or  WAQASNAWABKHAN@
GMAIL.COM

LEISURE INTERNATIONAL 
TRADING S.P.C has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17388888  or  THOMAS@
LEISUREQATAR.COM
THE NEW IDEAL WELDING AND 
FABRICATION W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  STEEL 
FABRICATOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17702950  or  
UDCBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM

Flash Star Car Services Co. W.l.l 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39335858  or  
TALALALNOAIMI@GMAIL.COM
Nour Al Dana Garage has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  MECHANIC , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 38268660  or  HUSAIN.
HAJAIR@GMAIL.COM

RUBEENA CONTRACTING 
ESTABLISHMENT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SUPERVISOR 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39609881  or  RMNY.
NASIR@GMAIL.COM

Water Color Interiors (Middle 
East) W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  MASON , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 13699000  or  INFO@
WATERCOLORME.COM

European  Cleaning Services 
Bahraini Partnership Company 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 66999599  or  
EUROPEAN102@GMAIL.COM

NASSER SAEED AL-HAJRI 
CORPORATION W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  
PIPE-FITTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17312220  or  
AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.COM.BH

Sansaf Trading Co.W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33921167  or  
SANSAFTRADING@GMAIL.COM

GULF ASIA CONTRACTING 
COMPANY WLL has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SAFETY OFFICER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17312220  or  pradeep@
rpgroup.ae
Powered Access Platforms 
Bahrain W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  
TECHNICIAN(MAINTENANCE) , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17840787

ONENESS TRANSPORTING has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33138667

Danway Electrical & Mechanical 
Engineering L.L.C has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  ELECTRICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17297600  or  danbahrain@
danwayeme.com

CAFE BAZZA  W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WAITER , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 37322408  or  A.SAKR@
LEROYALGROUP.COM

SAKAN RIFFA INTERIOR DESIGN 
DECORATION S.P.C has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39862086  or  BIJUT@
BATELCO.COM.BH

668 cafe has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WAITER (GENERAL) 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33113352  or  668.BHR@
GMAIL.COM
ROSE PETALS BOUTIQUE W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  DESIGNER(FASHION) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
33443892  or  VINEETHKTR@
YAHOO.COM

Krishna for Construction of 
Floating Structures W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39804140  or  
BALAJIKRISHNACONSTRUCTION.
BH@GMAIL.COM

Al Diyafah Marine Service WLL 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39545365  or  
VKSALIL@GMAIL.COM

National Palace Building 
Construction W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  OFFICE 
WORKER HELPER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 38278298  or  
nationalpalacebuilding@gmail.com

DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  STEEL CHIPPER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17404866  or  DOWNTOWN@
BATELCO.COM.BH

DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  PLUMBER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17404866  or  DOWNTOWN@
BATELCO.COM.BH

ABNA ZUHAIR TRANSPORT 
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17591881  or  AMZUHAIR@
HOTMAIL.COM

DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  STEEL CHIPPER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17404866  or  DOWNTOWN@
BATELCO.COM.BH

MAGIC SHINE CLEANING CO. SPC 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17345051  or  
MAGICSHINE775@YAHOO.COM

VISSION CONSTRUCTION has 
a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39300177  or  
TAHAHAJ@GMAIL.COM

ABRAJ ALKHAMIS TRADING S.P.C 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 

applicants can contact 17630580  or  
ABRAJKHAMIS786@GMAIL.COM

HAMOORABI BLACKSMITH 
& WELDING WORKSHOP has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17668579  or  
S.FAISAL52@HOTMAIL.COM

AYUB QURESHI CONSTRUCTION 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SUPERVISOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39823801  or  
AYUBQURESHI5101@GMAIL.COM

Idroos Tissues S.P.C owned 
by Saleha Habeeb Idroos has 
a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 35123005  or  
HABEEBIDROOS@GMAIL.COM

ALMADANI HYDRAULIC REPAIR 
WLL has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MECHANIC , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
38792207  or  ALMADANIHUSSEIN@
YAHOO.COM

SM PINOY SUPER MARKET WLL 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17736030  or  
GRANDMART.T@GMAIL.COM

TEA TIME PLEASURE 
RESTAURANT W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39867872  or  HASH2H2@
GMAIL.COM

Tricon lenses company  S.P.C 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 38847202  or  
marwan3390@gmail.com

Swift and Smooth Logistics 
Services Co. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33109342  or  
KPCONSULTING2000@GMAIL.COM

Farhee Jewellery Design Co. 
S.P.C owned by Qamar Ur Rehman 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33579743  or  
DHQAMER@GMAIL.COM

DTS W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17319999  or  INFA@DTS.BH

Adaa Building Solutions W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CONSTRUCTION WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17210147  or  ADAA.
BAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM

GREEN SKENAR ELECTRIC 
WORKSHOP SPC OWNED BY 
SARBJEET SING has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
33161222  or  SARBJEET2003@
YAHOO.COM

TIP TOP SALOON S P C has 
a vacancy for the occupation 
of  BARBER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39888293  or  
BAVAPUTHOOR@GMAIL.COM

ISTAR Bahraini partnership 
company has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
36171122  or  ROUSHUTHAHA222@
GMAIL.COM

Majorca Cafe has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33363151  or  MOHAMMED.
TOOQ@HOTMAIL.COM

ALPHA. PHARMACY W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
ACCOUNTANT , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39885906  or  
INFO@ALPHABAHRAIN.COM
M K M H Decoration Bahraini 
partnership company has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36758776  or  
CITYCANYON7@GMAIL.COM

MUNICH SALON has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  BARBER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
37392919  or  SWDALSHMRY594@
GMAIL.COM

GLORY COnTRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  
SUPERVISOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17550203  or  
NASRA@GLORYTELECOM.COM

ALEEM MOHAMMED FOR REPAIR 
OF MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 
S.P.C Owned has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
35116399  or  ANAYA.BH21@
GMAIL.COM

AL MAKEENA AUTO SERVICES 
& SPARE PARTS Company W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MECHANIC , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 37745987  or  
GIGOJMAMPILLY@GMAIL.COM

KINDOM OF FLOWERS NURSERY 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39909933  or  
ABRAHIM4321@gmail.com

ALRASHIDIYA GARDEN has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  HORSE 
BREEDER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17212200  or  
JASMI@DIYARALBAHRAIN.COM

HASAN MOHAMED SAEED ALI “ 
ALNWARS ALDAHOOK 1/ 7996 
“ has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SEAMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39719795  or  
LUMINASS3410@HOTMAIL.COM

SECURI CORE S.P.C OWNED 
BY RASHEED AL-FAWAZ has 
a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17822228  or  HRGUARDS@
SECURICORE.BH

SECURI CORE S.P.C OWNED 
BY RASHEED AL-FAWAZ has 
a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17822228  or  HRGUARDS@
SECURICORE.BH

REDX INDUSTRIES CO. W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
STEEL CHIPPER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77454545  or  
REDXHR@REDXINDUSTRIES.COM

Al Rayah For Safety Items WLL 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17712700  or  RASHEED@
SECURICORE.BH

MODERN KNOWLEDGE 
SCHOOLS has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  ADMINISTRATOR 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17727712  or  MKSA51@
BATELCO.COM.BH

ALMATALA CONTRACTING 
ESTABLISHMENT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  HEAVY 
DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39458212  
or  ABDULAZIZJABER4455@
HOTMAIL.COM

ZAKIYA BAKERY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 677575  or  OM-JABAR@
HOTMAIL.COM

CENTURY FIVE TRADING EST. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER(SALES) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33206972  or  
CENTURYFIVETRADING@GMAIL.
COM

AL JASRA BIKES RE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17713637  or  mohammed@
tarradah.com

FRUITAGE GULF has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17277227  or  SALEH.
ALMADHOOB@GMAIL.COM

911 MARKET has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
36499997  or  NAD.CCGROUP@
GMAIL.COM

NATIONAL CONCRETE COMAPNY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SEAMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17786665  or  sayed.saeed@
nccbahrain.com

FRESH BITES has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
39861914  or  alromuse@yahoo.com

WADI DELMON FOR SALE AND 
TRADE OF CLOTHING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39784878  or  
ALI-H93@HOTMAIL.COM

ALMAYOUN AUTO SERVICES 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MECHANIC , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39617647  or  
ESSAMAOOFBH@GMAIL.COM

WADI ALSAIL GATE 
CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33367000  or  A_1999_A@
HOTMAIL.COM

UNIVERSAL FOUNDATIONS has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
HEAVY DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17620673  or  
SKDGRPCO@BATELCO.COM.BH

UNIVERSAL FOUNDATIONS has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
SHOVEL OPERATOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17620673  or  SKDGRPCO@
BATELCO.COM.BH

ABJAD ELECTRONICS has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17332078  or  
HUSSAINFATHI14@YAHOO.COM

Areena Contractor Group Co. S.P.C 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17245222  or  
ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.COM

Al Rayah For Safety Items WLL 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17712700  or  RASHEED@
SECURICORE.BH

STYLO PHONE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39150389  or  Mahammad.
mm55@gmail.com

VACANCIES
AVAILABLE

Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  HEAVY DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17620672  or  
sayedshubbar@skaldurazi.com
BAHRAIN SERVICES & MAINTENANCE 
COMPANY B.S.C. (CLOSED) has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17727676  or  BASMAHO@BATELCO.COM.BH
R.B. HILTON LIMITED has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  MASON , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17731881  
or  ALTRADMENA.MAILBAHRAIN@
ALTRAD.COM
R.B. HILTON LIMITED has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17731881  
or  ALTRADMENA.MAILBAHRAIN@
ALTRAD.COM
R.B. HILTON LIMITED has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  FITTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17731881  
or  ALTRADMENA.MAILBAHRAIN@ALTRAD.COM
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MASON , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17404866  or  DOWNTOWN@
BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  STEEL CHIPPER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17404866  or  
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CARPENTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17404866  or  
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
DELMENA CITY CONTRACTING S.P.C 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17382343  or  
delmenahr@gmail.com
PAN ARAB MARKETING & AGENT 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17514166  
or  ABUNAJID@GMAIL.COM
ALMOAYYED CONTRACTING GROUP 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17400407  or  AMEER@
ALMOAYYEDCG.COM
Golden Diyar construction has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CONSTRUCTION 
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 36746666  or  HWBAHRAIN@
GMAIL.COM
NASS MECHANICAL CONTRACTING 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MECHANICAL HELPER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17725522  or  yousif@aanass.net
NASS MECHANICAL CONTRACTING 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  FITTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17725522  or  
yousif@aanass.net
WELD ALTHAWAWDAH CONSTRUCTIONS 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39431043  or  
ATHAWADI_S@HOTMAIL.COM
ALYAMAMA HOUSE FOR CLEANING 
CONTRACTING has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17345569  
or  alyamama@batelco.com.bh
CIRCLE INTEGRATED SERVICES W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CLEANER (GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17822218  or  
INFO@CIRCLE.BH
Abraj AlKhamis Contracting S.P.C. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17630580  or  ABRAJKHAMIS786@
GMAIL.COM
Al Jazeera Security Co. S.P.C has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 32242444  or  info@jssbahrain.com
Suprema marine co. w.l.l has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17111722  
or  TARIQ1@BATELCO.COM.BH
Busco Contracting Company W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CARPENTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33334107  or  
FAISALKHANSADIQ@GMAIL.COM
Busco Contracting Company W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER(CONSTRUCTION) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33334107  
or  FAISALKHANSADIQ@GMAIL.COM
Busco Contracting Company W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
STEEL CHIPPER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33334107  or  
FAISALKHANSADIQ@GMAIL.COM
Busco Contracting Company W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  MASON , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 

33334107  or  FAISALKHANSADIQ@
GMAIL.COM
Busco Contracting Company W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  PLUMBER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33334107  or  FAISALKHANSADIQ@
GMAIL.COM
MANZA MOHAMMAD BUILDING 
CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34173418  
or  mm.buildingco@GMAIL.COM
SKYWALL TECH W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLERK(FRONT 
OFFICE) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36145020  or  
SKYWALLBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
CRAFTMECH GLOBAL SOLUTIONS S.P.C 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33091970  or  INFO@
CRAFTMECHGLOBAL.COM
ZAG Trading & Contracting Co. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  SENIOR 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17810484  
or  WPARKAR.79@GMAIL.COM
Busco Contracting Company W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CARPENTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33334107  or  
FAISALKHANSADIQ@GMAIL.COM
Al enma house for security services 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36574740  or  
admin@enmabh.com
NERVAS WORKSHOP has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 37240118  
or  LAMAR.BH.COM@GMAIL.COM
Q1 FRESH AND FROZEN  MEAT & FISH 
WLL has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SLAUGHTERER (GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17533293  
or  SALEHREDHA@GMAIL.COM
MEDWAY SHIP SERVICES W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
INFORMATION TECHNICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33094538  
or  tim.attwood@medwayshipservices.com
Shalimar Contracting Co W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17663542  or  RIECHME@GMAIL.COM
QUALITY TECH MAINTENANCE 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
ELECTRICIAN(MAINTENANCE) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36671182  
or  AZUZ1989@GMAIL.COM
Sunrise Marketing & Promotion Co. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 34334979  or  
HKBCLEARANCE@GMAIL.COM
JASJES INTERNATIONAL W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
77082440  or  MMOHAMEDRASOOLL@
GMAIL.COM
WAFI MANAGEMENT COMPANY 
BAHRAINI PARTNERSHIP has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  OFFICE ASSISTANT 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33200354  or  WAFICOUNSULT@GMAIL.COM
ALSaudi American Center Car Maintenance 
company W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MECHANICAL HELPER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39070911  or  ADNAN8908@HOTMAIL.COM
TAMIMI MARKETS BAHRAIN COMPANY 
S.P.C has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MANAGER (MARKETING) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 35127876
TAMIMI MARKETS BAHRAIN COMPANY 
S.P.C has a vacancy for the occupation of  
GENERAL MANAGER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 35127876
Qaratees General Trading has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39474742  
or  QARATEES.BH@GMAIL.COM
Kifah Gulf Infection Control Solution Co 
S.P.C has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MANAGER (FINANCIAL AFFAIRS) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
38286968  or  MALKATHEER@ALKIFAH.COM
BLACK DROP CAFE has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  COFFEE SERVER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17000585  or  N.ALSHAMMARY@LIVE.COM
MARWANI TRADING has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39076660  
or  HAYAAA220@GMAIL.COM
GULF PROJECT SOLUTIONS FOR 
GENERAL TRADING & CONTRACTING - 
IZZ Y has a vacancy for the occupation of  
TECHNICIAN(MAINTENANCE) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36990956  
or  BALSHARIEF@GPS-GULF.COM
SPICE CITY RESTAURANT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33764593  or  JAHANWAHEED88@
GMAIL.COM
TEDO FASHION Company S.P.C has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  RETAIL 
TRADE SALESMAN (BOUTIQUE) , 

suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33887020  or  AKZGREAT@YAHOO.COM
RAM SALON has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  BARBER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36884588  or  
H.ALKHUNAIZI00@GMAIL.COM
FLORES FOR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 36787705  or  MOHAMMED.
FATEEL.94@GMAIL.COM
ARAFAH FOODSTUFFS .W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  DRIVER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
38888668  or  GHAREEB93@OUTLOOK.COM
IHTESHAM GENTS SALON BAHRAINI 
PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  (MEDICAL, 
DENTISTRY & VETERINARY) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33803636  
or  ITC.WLL786@GMAIL.COM
M M WASIF SERVICES CO. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39322288  or  SALOONBEAUTY0@
GMAIL.COM
MADARIS UNIFORMS S.P.C has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36318888  
or  Z8_9@HOTMAIL.COM
SAMAHEYA LADIES SALON W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  HAIR 
DRESSER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39283378  or  SHIKBELIK@
GMAIL.COM
AL ZAMAN ELECTRICAL W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36285072  or  CHOUDHARYSAHIB706@
GMAIL.COM
EMKAY Services Co W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  GRAPHIC DESIGNER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36760400  or  MALIK.PHC@GMAIL.COM
Aliaa Touch Bahrain Co S.P.C has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  MANAGER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
37700995
AHMED MANSOOR ALAALI has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  PAINTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17265555  or  adeel.hameed@al-aali.com
MECHANICAL CONTRACTING & SERVICES 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SUPERVISOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17623723  
or  mcsc@mcscwll.com
MECHANICAL CONTRACTING & SERVICES 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  FOREMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17623723  
or  mcsc@mcscwll.com
MECHANICAL CONTRACTING & SERVICES 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17623723  
or  mcsc@mcscwll.com
MECHANICAL CONTRACTING & SERVICES 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  TECHNICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17623723  
or  mcsc@mcscwll.com
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SHOVEL OPERATOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17620672  or  
sayedshubbar@skaldurazi.com
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17620672  or  sayedshubbar@
skaldurazi.com
Uco Engineering W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17700266  or  MKAIKSOW@BAKGROUP.NET
BAHRAIN SERVICES & MAINTENANCE 
COMPANY B.S.C. (CLOSED) has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17727676  
or  BASMAHO@BATELCO.COM.BH
ABNA ZUHAIR TRANSPORT CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17591881  or  AMZUHAIR@
HOTMAIL.COM
G4S GENERAL CLEANING AND 
MAINTENANCE SERVICES  W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17714409  or  SUMAIRA.YASMIN@
BH.G4S.COM
Almoayyed industrial contracting and 
maintenance services SPC has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  TECHNICIAN , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
38888838  or  alihassan@almoayyedintl.com.bh
BATSCO CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SECURITY GUARD , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17783886  or  info@batsco.net
PROTECTS SECURITY SERVICES has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17700211  or  hrd@dreamgroup.bh
3Lines restaurant S P C has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  KITCHEN AIDE , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39555554  
or  MAIN@3LINESGROUP.COM

JASSIM MOHAMMED ALI ZAYER ABBAS 
EST has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17785199  or  
jassimdocuments@gmail.com
AL HILAL HOSPITAL COMPANY - BSC 
(CLOSED) has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  NURSE(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17344700  or  
HRD@ALHILALHEALTHCARE.COM
MAGIC SHINE CLEANING CO. SPC has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17345051  or  MAGICSHINE775@
YAHOO.COM
Valhalla Services has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17611997  
or  ABED_16@HOTMAIL.COM
CIRCLE INTEGRATED SERVICES 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CLEANER (GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17822218  
or  INFO@CIRCLE.BH
KHALIL EBRAHIM SALMAN AHMED 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
DRIVER(HEAVY VEHICLE) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17000062  
or  KARIMA_MOHAMMAD2014@HOTMAIL.COM
ALKARRAR INTERNATIONAL Fabrication 
Workshop has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SHEET METAL 
WORKERS (GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17414719  
or  HUSSAIN2025@HOTMAIL.COM
REDX INDUSTRIES CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  HEAVY 
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33503313  or  REDXHR@
REDXINDUSTRIES.COM
REDX INDUSTRIES CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33503313  or  REDXHR@
REDXINDUSTRIES.COM
Abraj AlKhamis Contracting S.P.C. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17630580  or  ABRAJKHAMIS786@
GMAIL.COM
Almoayyed Air Conditioning W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  AIR-
CONDITIONING TECHNICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17400407  
or  ameer@almoayyedcg.com
Gulf Biotech B.S.C Closed has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39933012  
or  dr.waqar.mughal@gmail.com
MARAYA GATE TRADING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39102662  
or  SHASSAN1984@HOTMAIL.COM
Validity contracts has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER(SALES) , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
38292626  or  SAUD4112012@GMAIL.COM
Kingdom Security Protection Services 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17822228  or  
RASHEED@SECURICORE.BH
AMINA AWADH CONTRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
35609260  or  AMINAAWADHBH@
GMAIL.COM
SHAWARMA MAMA RESTURANT 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
COOK(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39001001  or  
ABDULLALUTFALLA@HOTMAIL.COM
SHINE DECOR CO W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33860711  
or  YAYA_GHULAM@YAHOO.COM
TINY STEPS  EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17870023  
or  CKMANAGEMENT.BH@GMAIL.COM
SURUZ REAL ESTATE AND FACILITIES 
SUPPORT W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33717877  
or  SURUZCONSTRUCTION@GMAIL.COM
ALABRAZ FOR PUBLIC SERVICES REAL 
ESTATE AND GOVERNMENT AND CUSTO 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CUSTOMER SERVICES COORDINATOR 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39346444  or  ALABRAZ@GMAIL.COM
YELLOW BRICKS CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CARPENTER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33002500  or  MUSHIRLATHIF@YAHOO.COM
A M T TRADING has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33750112  
or  UA.SATTAR87@GMAIL.COM
DASKA FOR INTERIOR DECORATION CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 38400289  or  
MUHAMMADSHAHZAD0514744@
GMAIL.COM
NEW FISH LOUNGE W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  COOK(ASSISTANT) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 

17748450  or  ALKHAZALI@PPB.GOV.BH
ADEL JAMEEL SALEH ALI has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
35609260  or  adeeljameelbh@gmail.com
AARAA GENERAL TRADE CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39978242  or  FASTWAYBAH@GMAIL.COM
MD IBRAHIM KHAN ALEK KHAN 
CONSULTANCY W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33945238  
or  IBRAHIMKHAN79130@GMAIL.COM
BOMI SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33878746  
or  ALASKA.CCB@GMAIL.COM
BOMI SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33878746  or  ALASKA.CCB@GMAIL.COM
ARAB OPEN UNIVERSITY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  ASSISTANT 
PROFESSOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17407077  or  
mohammed.kobrosly@yahoo.com
NEW VISION SCHOOL has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  ADMINISTRATOR , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39605113  or  AMK102@GMAIL.COM
ALI & MOHAMMED S/O HUSSAIN YATEEM 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER(AGRICULTURAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17225450  
or  hana@amyateem.com
MAHDI HASAN AHMED SALEEM has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39606689  or  MAHDISALEEM300@
HOTMAIL.COM
JAAFAR KHAMIS MOHAMED ALI has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36144119  or  JKHAMIS412@GMAIL.COM
OLYMPIC CONTRACTING CO W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17343981  or  MUBARAK@
olympic.bh
OLYMPIC CONTRACTING CO W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WELDER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17343981  or  MUBARAK@olympic.bh
OLYMPIC CONTRACTING CO W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17343981  or  MUBARAK@
olympic.bh
OLYMPIC CONTRACTING CO W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
PAINTER(METAL SPRAYER) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17343981  
or  MUBARAK@olympic.bh
OLYMPIC CONTRACTING CO W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17343981  or  MUBARAK@
olympic.bh
OLYMPIC CONTRACTING CO W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17343981  or  MUBARAK@olympic.bh
Multi Frame Contracting has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39471786  
or  multiframecontracting@gmail.com
Anwaar aali baker has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  BREAD BAKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33993115  
or  JAFFARA729@GMAIL.COM
AZHAR ICE CREAM has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39454678  
or  JAMEEL1477@HOTMAIL.COM
SUFRAHT ALSANABIS BROASTED 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39454678  or  JAMEE1477@
HOTMAIL.COM
MOHAMMED AL QAED CONSTRUCTION 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
ACCOUNTING CLERK , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36676160  or  
MOHAMMED.ALQAED@GMAIL.COM
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17620672  or  
sayedshubbar@skaldurazi.com
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17620672  or  
sayedshubbar@skaldurazi.com
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17620672  or  
sayedshubbar@skaldurazi.com
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SHOVEL OPERATOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17620672  or  
sayedshubbar@skaldurazi.com
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MASON , suitably qualified applicants can 

contact 17620672  or  sayedshubbar@
skaldurazi.com
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MASON , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17620672  or  sayedshubbar@
skaldurazi.com
Areena Contractor Group Co. S.P.C 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17245222  or  ALANSARI@
AREENAGROUP.COM
Security Solutions Co. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33270382  or  SBARBOZA@
SECURITYSOLUTIONS.ME
MASTFA JUMA KADHIM ALKHUNAIZI 
S.P.C. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17255163  or  ALKHUNAIZI.
BH@GMAIL.COM
AHBAB YUZARSIF BOUTIQUE has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17554313  or  OSAMA.SWAR68@GMAIL.COM
KOOKITO SECON FAND EQUIBMENT 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33154444  or  KOOKITOCO@
HOTMAIL.COM
Al Qairawn Boutique has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39286076  
or  AHAM1245@GMAIL.COM
BU YOUSIF FOR ARABIAN COFFEE has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  DATA 
ENTRY OPERATOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39955915  or  
buyousif.sweets@gmail.com
BU YOUSIF FOR ARABIAN COFFEE has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39955915  or  buyousif.sweets@gmail.com
BU YOUSIF FOR ARABIAN COFFEE has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39955915  or  buyousif.sweets@gmail.com
DELMENA CITY CONTRACTING S.P.C 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17382343  or  
delmenahr@gmail.com
UM SAAD KARAK has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36351515  
or  UMSAAD99@HOTMAIL.COM
YAMAL ALSHAM SALON has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  BARBER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39858332  
or  KARU110@GMAIL.COM
VICTORIA TOUCH CONTRACTING 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77089192  or  
VICTORIATOUCHCONTRACTINGCO@GMAIL.COM
STAR GULF FLOWER BOUTIQUE has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33022299  or  ALFAYEZ.90@GMAIL.COM
ARABIAN DREDGING COMPANY W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WELDER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
16033105  or  h.almatrook@adco.bh
AL FAISAL PROJECT FOR CAR RENT 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SUPERVISOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36779965  or  
rmaa67@gmail.com
BAISAN INTERNATIONAL HOTEL 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MAINTENANCE CLERK , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17712303  
or  CORP@DADABAI.COM
HANOVER CONTRACTING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33994476  
or  KHALID111@GMAIL.COM
SANTY EXCAVATION AND CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17401013  
or  SANTEC.GLORVS@GMAIL.COM
TEN STARS RESSTAURANT has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WAITER/
BARTENDER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39077388  or  
SALWA9194@GMAIL.COM
OASIS ABU SARA TRADING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER(SALES) , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17263331  or  F.ALSAMHIJI@GMAIL.COM
UM RANIA COLDSTORE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33546738  
or  UMALI6030@GMAIL.COM
UMM REEM VEGETABLES AND FRUITS 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39071916  or  UMALI3060@GMAIL.
COM
MANZAL ALUMINUM FACTORY has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17874244  or  almanil5@gmail.com
AIN AL BAHRAIN SALON has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  BARBER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39664685  
or  BUHAJAR06@HOTMAIL.COM

VACANCIES
AVAILABLE

TUESDAY, MAY 18, 2021

McConaughey quietly 
making calls about potential 
run for Texas governor
Fox | Los Angeles

Matthew McConaughey 
is reportedly further 

exploring a potential pivot to 
politics in Texas. 

The 51-year-old actor has 
been publicly toying with the 
idea of throwing his hat into 
the upcoming race for gover-
nor in Texas against the in-
cumbent candidate, Gov. Greg 
Abbott. While it has been all 
talk so far, a new report in-
dicates that the “Dazed and 
Confused” star is taking the 
temperature of prominent fig-
ures in the state to assess the 
viability of his candidacy. 

Politico reports that the 
Academy Award-winning star 
has been quietly making calls 
to influential people in the 
state’s political and business 
circles to see if he would have 
enough legitimate backing to 
unseat Abbott if he were to run 
a race for governor. 

The outlet reports that Mc-
Conaughey has been in talks 
with “a deep-pocketed mod-
erate Republican and energy 
CEO” so far. 

Representatives for the ac-
tor did not immediately re-
spond to Fox News’ request 
for comment.

However, before people start 
getting too excited about a 
“McConaughey for governor” 
campaign, the outlet notes that 
most political strategists 
in the state doubt the 
star would sacri-
fice his status as 
a Hollywood icon 
in favor of getting 
into politics. Fur-
thermore, even if 
he did, his sup-
port might not be 
enough to carry him 
to a win against the 
incumbent. 

T h e  Texa s 
n a t i v e  h a s 
been teasing 
a potential 
run against 
Abbott  for 
weeks.  He 
recently told 
the host of 
“The Hugh 
H e w i t t 
Show” that 
“it would 
be up to 
the peo-
ple more 
t h a n  i t 
w o u l d 

me” whether or not he pivots 
his career into politics.

However, many believe that, 
despite some wind at his back 
ahead of any real political as-
pirations, the star would have 
to define his political stance in 
a big hurry given the election 
is rapidly approaching. At the 
moment, the star has taken 
a moderate view of political 
issues, often finding himself 
on one side of the aisle in one 
statement and the other side 
in another. 

McConaughey has previous-
ly criticized both parties and 
has come across as more of a 

moderate who condemns 
the entire political system 
as the problem rather 
than any one party. For 
example, in December he 
criticized what he called 
“illiberals” and the “ex-
treme” right during an 

appearance on “Good 
Morning Britain.” 

The star has 
also previ-

ously spo-
ken out 
in favor 
o f  g u n 
control, 
c a l l i n g 
gun vi-
o l e n c e 
an “ep-
idemic” 
in 2018 
in a call 
for both 
s i d e s  o f 
the issue 

t o  u n i t e 
and talk out 
a solution.

TUESDAY, MAY 18, 20219

Across
1- Mower brand; 5- Yard tunneler; 9- 1959 Kingston Trio hit; 12- Jump lightly; 13- Blow one’s 
top; 15- 365 days; 16- “Is so!” rebuttal; 17- Puzzled; 18- Prod; 19- District; 21- Vulnerable; 
23- Musical epilogue; 25- Blackthorn fruit; 26- Frozen Wasser; 29- Fervor; 31- Egg yolk; 35- 
Actress Joanne; 36- Slip; 38- Bullwinkle, e.g.; 39- Actor Stoltz; 41- Sub system; 43- Grating; 
44- Ditto; 46- Sherpa’s home; 48- Bit of film, to a photog; 49- To-do list; 51- Confirmation, 
e.g.; 52- Trick ending?; 53- City on Norton Sound; 55- Clock face; 57- Starlike symbol; 61- 
Speaker; 65- Camaro model; 66- Severe; 68- Track event; 69- Harangue; 70- Capital city of 
Yemen; 71- Lawyer Dershowitz; 72- Dallas-to-Houston dir.; 73- Basin; 74- Eye sore;

Down 
1- Nicholas II was the last Russian one; 2- Depression-era migrant; 3- Circular band; 4- Per-
taining to the eye; 5- Doesn’t stay on topic; 6- Meal crumb; 7- Succulent; 8- Sporting blades; 
9- Slight; 10- License plates; 11- Mars’ Greek counterpart; 14- Reckoning; 15- Christmas 
item; 20- Exude slowly; 22- Composition in verse; 24- Biblical brother; 26- Plant problem; 
27- Like some vbs.; 28- Connected series of rooms; 30- Hermit; 32- TV producer Michaels; 
33- Bendable twig, usually of a willow tree; 34- Like cake slices; 37- Swift; 40- Link; 
42- Lucid; 45- Scent; 47- Cordelia’s father; 50- Off-track; 54- Cornerstone abbr.; 56- Actor 
Lorenzo; 57- Melodies; 58- Ladies of Sp.; 59- Muscle quality; 60- Vegas game; 62- Slant; 
63- Oil of ___; 64- Actor Auberjonois; 67- Uncooked;

S U D O K U C R O S S W O R D

Yesterday’s solution Yesterday’s solution

How to play
Place a number in the empty boxes in such 
a way that each row across, each column 
down and each 9-box square contains all 
of the numbers from one to nine. 

celebs

Henry Cavill addresses ‘speculation’ 
about his personal life
ANI | Washington 

Hollywood star Henry 
Cavill has addressed 
some recent fan spec-

ulation about his personal life, 
affirming that he is “very happy 
in love” with his girlfriend Na-
talie Viscuso.

According to People maga-
zine, the British actor asked-
people to stop making negative 
assumptions about him on social 
media, noting that such assump-
tions cause harm to his loved 
ones.

Cavill wrote, “Dear fans and 
followers, I wanted to make a 
wee community announcement. 
I couldn’t help but notice that 
there has been some social an-
imosity of late. It’s becoming 
increasingly prevalent on my 
feed. There has been lots of, let’s 

call it speculation for now, about 
my private life and professional 
partnerships.”

The ‘Justice League’ star con-
tinued, “Now, while I do appre-

ciate the passion and support 
by those very people who are 
‘speculating’, It has come to 
such a point that I needed to say 
something, which in itself, is a 
bad thing. We are living in an 
age of social enlightenment. 
More and more, people are 
realizing that their views 
may have been blinkered 
and that they need to ex-
pand them to encompass 
others.”

Cavill did not go into 
specifics about the spec-
ulation he was address-
ing. “So, to you out there 
who are expressing 
your disdain and show-
ing your displeasure 
through a surprising 
variety of ways, it ’s 
time to stop,” he con-
tinued.

Matthew McCo-
naughey has been 

quietly making 
calls to influential 

people in the state’s 
political and business 

circles to see if he 
would have enough 

legitimate backing to 
unseat Abbott if he 
were to run a race 

for governor

KNOW WHAT
I couldn’t help but 

notice that there has 
been some social 

animosity of late. It’s 
becoming increasingly 

prevalent on my 
feed. There has been 

lots of, let’s call it 
speculation for now, 

about my private 
life and professional 

partnerships
HENRY CAVILL

Billie Piper sought therapy to help 
deal with teen pop star fame
Daily Mail | London

Billie Piper has revealed 
she sought therapy to 

help her recover from the 
‘very adult’ situations 
she found herself in 
as a teen pop star.

The actress, 38, 
enjoyed meteoric 
fame as a singer 
after debut single 
Because We Want 
To was released 
when she was just 15.

In The Big Issue’s 
Letter To My Younger 
Self, she wrote: ‘I was 

very often in strange, very adult 
situations that I wouldn’t sub-

ject my own kids to [at the 
age of ] 16.

‘I was going through 
everything a teenager goes 

through, but very pub-
licly. Therapy has been 
crucial to my getting 
better.

‘If you can get your 
kids any sort of mental 
health support, get it.’ 

Billie found success 
with her debut album 
Honey To The B in 1998 
which was followed by 
her second album Walk 

of Life two years later.
The star confirmed in 2003 

that she had abandoned her 
music career in favour of pur-
suing acting. 

Billie previously told how she 
battled through similar mental 
health issues to Britney Spears.

Britney, 39, famously suffered 
a public breakdown in 2007 
after checking out of rehab, 
which saw her shave her head 
and attack paparazzi with an 
umbrella. Billie recalled how 
working 18-hour days and 
having a ‘lack of control’ over 
everything had a very ‘negative 
impact’ on her life.

Robert De Niro updates fans about injury 
sustained on set of Martin Scorsese’s film
ANI | Washington 

Hollywood veteran star 
Robert De Niro, who re-

cently injured his leg on the set 
of Martin Scorsese’s ‘Killers of 
the Flower Moon’ in Oklahoma, 
gave fans an update regarding 
his injury, saying that the “pain 
was excruciating.”

But according to People mag-
azine, the two-time Academy 

Award winner believes the 
show must go on, even amid 
the “excruciating” pain.

Giving an update on 
his recovery, De Niro said 
“I tore my quad some-
how. It’s just a sim-
ple stepping over 
something and I 
just went down. 
The pain was ex-
c r u c i a t i n g  a n d 

now I have to get it fixed. But 
it happens, especially when 

you get older, you have to 
be prepared for unexpected 
things. But it’s managea-

ble.”
T h e  a c t o r  a l s o 

noted that he didn’t 
think the injury 
would affect his per-
formance as cattle-
man William Hale. 

Seth Rogen recalls 
getting ‘humiliated’ 
by Beyonce’s 
bodyguard

Fox | Los Angeles

Although Seth Rogen did 
co-star in “The Lion 

King” with Beyoncé in 2019, 
the comedian did not make 
the best first impression the 
first time they met.

In an interview with E! 
News’ “Daily Pop” talk show, 
Rogen recalled trying to 
meet Beyoncé backstage at 
the 2011 Grammy Awards but 
was physically stopped by the 
singer’s protective bodyguard.

“I was at the Grammys, and 
I saw Beyoncé with Gwyneth 
Paltrow actually and they were 
together,” Rogen told E!’s Jus-
tin Sylvester. “And I charged 
over. Instinct took over and I 
was like I got to go say: ‘Hi.’”

Unfortunately for Rogen, 
who was 29-years-old at the 
time, he hadn’t gotten the 
chance to introduce himself 
properly.

“I was hit so hard by her 
security guard that I spilled a 
drink. I was drinking a screw-
driver, which is a bad drink. I 
deserved what I got,” Rogen 
joked. “But, I spilled it all over 
myself and then a second lat-
er someone came up to me 
and was like: ‘You now have 
to present a Grammy.’”

Matthew McConaughey Robert De Niro

Billie Piper

Henry Cavill



McConaughey quietly 
making calls about potential 
run for Texas governor
Fox | Los Angeles

Matthew McConaughey 
is reportedly further 

exploring a potential pivot to 
politics in Texas. 

The 51-year-old actor has 
been publicly toying with the 
idea of throwing his hat into 
the upcoming race for gover-
nor in Texas against the in-
cumbent candidate, Gov. Greg 
Abbott. While it has been all 
talk so far, a new report in-
dicates that the “Dazed and 
Confused” star is taking the 
temperature of prominent fig-
ures in the state to assess the 
viability of his candidacy. 

Politico reports that the 
Academy Award-winning star 
has been quietly making calls 
to influential people in the 
state’s political and business 
circles to see if he would have 
enough legitimate backing to 
unseat Abbott if he were to run 
a race for governor. 

The outlet reports that Mc-
Conaughey has been in talks 
with “a deep-pocketed mod-
erate Republican and energy 
CEO” so far. 

Representatives for the ac-
tor did not immediately re-
spond to Fox News’ request 
for comment.

However, before people start 
getting too excited about a 
“McConaughey for governor” 
campaign, the outlet notes that 
most political strategists 
in the state doubt the 
star would sacri-
fice his status as 
a Hollywood icon 
in favor of getting 
into politics. Fur-
thermore, even if 
he did, his sup-
port might not be 
enough to carry him 
to a win against the 
incumbent. 

T h e  Texa s 
n a t i v e  h a s 
been teasing 
a potential 
run against 
Abbott  for 
weeks.  He 
recently told 
the host of 
“The Hugh 
H e w i t t 
Show” that 
“it would 
be up to 
the peo-
ple more 
t h a n  i t 
w o u l d 

me” whether or not he pivots 
his career into politics.

However, many believe that, 
despite some wind at his back 
ahead of any real political as-
pirations, the star would have 
to define his political stance in 
a big hurry given the election 
is rapidly approaching. At the 
moment, the star has taken 
a moderate view of political 
issues, often finding himself 
on one side of the aisle in one 
statement and the other side 
in another. 

McConaughey has previous-
ly criticized both parties and 
has come across as more of a 

moderate who condemns 
the entire political system 
as the problem rather 
than any one party. For 
example, in December he 
criticized what he called 
“illiberals” and the “ex-
treme” right during an 

appearance on “Good 
Morning Britain.” 

The star has 
also previ-

ously spo-
ken out 
in favor 
o f  g u n 
control, 
c a l l i n g 
gun vi-
o l e n c e 
an “ep-
idemic” 
in 2018 
in a call 
for both 
s i d e s  o f 
the issue 

t o  u n i t e 
and talk out 
a solution.

TUESDAY, MAY 18, 20219

Across
1- Mower brand; 5- Yard tunneler; 9- 1959 Kingston Trio hit; 12- Jump lightly; 13- Blow one’s 
top; 15- 365 days; 16- “Is so!” rebuttal; 17- Puzzled; 18- Prod; 19- District; 21- Vulnerable; 
23- Musical epilogue; 25- Blackthorn fruit; 26- Frozen Wasser; 29- Fervor; 31- Egg yolk; 35- 
Actress Joanne; 36- Slip; 38- Bullwinkle, e.g.; 39- Actor Stoltz; 41- Sub system; 43- Grating; 
44- Ditto; 46- Sherpa’s home; 48- Bit of film, to a photog; 49- To-do list; 51- Confirmation, 
e.g.; 52- Trick ending?; 53- City on Norton Sound; 55- Clock face; 57- Starlike symbol; 61- 
Speaker; 65- Camaro model; 66- Severe; 68- Track event; 69- Harangue; 70- Capital city of 
Yemen; 71- Lawyer Dershowitz; 72- Dallas-to-Houston dir.; 73- Basin; 74- Eye sore;

Down 
1- Nicholas II was the last Russian one; 2- Depression-era migrant; 3- Circular band; 4- Per-
taining to the eye; 5- Doesn’t stay on topic; 6- Meal crumb; 7- Succulent; 8- Sporting blades; 
9- Slight; 10- License plates; 11- Mars’ Greek counterpart; 14- Reckoning; 15- Christmas 
item; 20- Exude slowly; 22- Composition in verse; 24- Biblical brother; 26- Plant problem; 
27- Like some vbs.; 28- Connected series of rooms; 30- Hermit; 32- TV producer Michaels; 
33- Bendable twig, usually of a willow tree; 34- Like cake slices; 37- Swift; 40- Link; 
42- Lucid; 45- Scent; 47- Cordelia’s father; 50- Off-track; 54- Cornerstone abbr.; 56- Actor 
Lorenzo; 57- Melodies; 58- Ladies of Sp.; 59- Muscle quality; 60- Vegas game; 62- Slant; 
63- Oil of ___; 64- Actor Auberjonois; 67- Uncooked;

S U D O K U C R O S S W O R D

Yesterday’s solution Yesterday’s solution

How to play
Place a number in the empty boxes in such 
a way that each row across, each column 
down and each 9-box square contains all 
of the numbers from one to nine. 

celebs

Henry Cavill addresses ‘speculation’ 
about his personal life
ANI | Washington 

Hollywood star Henry 
Cavill has addressed 
some recent fan spec-

ulation about his personal life, 
affirming that he is “very happy 
in love” with his girlfriend Na-
talie Viscuso.

According to People maga-
zine, the British actor asked-
people to stop making negative 
assumptions about him on social 
media, noting that such assump-
tions cause harm to his loved 
ones.

Cavill wrote, “Dear fans and 
followers, I wanted to make a 
wee community announcement. 
I couldn’t help but notice that 
there has been some social an-
imosity of late. It’s becoming 
increasingly prevalent on my 
feed. There has been lots of, let’s 

call it speculation for now, about 
my private life and professional 
partnerships.”

The ‘Justice League’ star con-
tinued, “Now, while I do appre-

ciate the passion and support 
by those very people who are 
‘speculating’, It has come to 
such a point that I needed to say 
something, which in itself, is a 
bad thing. We are living in an 
age of social enlightenment. 
More and more, people are 
realizing that their views 
may have been blinkered 
and that they need to ex-
pand them to encompass 
others.”

Cavill did not go into 
specifics about the spec-
ulation he was address-
ing. “So, to you out there 
who are expressing 
your disdain and show-
ing your displeasure 
through a surprising 
variety of ways, it ’s 
time to stop,” he con-
tinued.

Matthew McCo-
naughey has been 

quietly making 
calls to influential 

people in the state’s 
political and business 

circles to see if he 
would have enough 

legitimate backing to 
unseat Abbott if he 
were to run a race 

for governor

KNOW WHAT
I couldn’t help but 

notice that there has 
been some social 

animosity of late. It’s 
becoming increasingly 

prevalent on my 
feed. There has been 

lots of, let’s call it 
speculation for now, 

about my private 
life and professional 

partnerships
HENRY CAVILL

Billie Piper sought therapy to help 
deal with teen pop star fame
Daily Mail | London

Billie Piper has revealed 
she sought therapy to 

help her recover from the 
‘very adult’ situations 
she found herself in 
as a teen pop star.

The actress, 38, 
enjoyed meteoric 
fame as a singer 
after debut single 
Because We Want 
To was released 
when she was just 15.

In The Big Issue’s 
Letter To My Younger 
Self, she wrote: ‘I was 

very often in strange, very adult 
situations that I wouldn’t sub-

ject my own kids to [at the 
age of ] 16.

‘I was going through 
everything a teenager goes 

through, but very pub-
licly. Therapy has been 
crucial to my getting 
better.

‘If you can get your 
kids any sort of mental 
health support, get it.’ 

Billie found success 
with her debut album 
Honey To The B in 1998 
which was followed by 
her second album Walk 

of Life two years later.
The star confirmed in 2003 

that she had abandoned her 
music career in favour of pur-
suing acting. 

Billie previously told how she 
battled through similar mental 
health issues to Britney Spears.

Britney, 39, famously suffered 
a public breakdown in 2007 
after checking out of rehab, 
which saw her shave her head 
and attack paparazzi with an 
umbrella. Billie recalled how 
working 18-hour days and 
having a ‘lack of control’ over 
everything had a very ‘negative 
impact’ on her life.

Robert De Niro updates fans about injury 
sustained on set of Martin Scorsese’s film
ANI | Washington 

Hollywood veteran star 
Robert De Niro, who re-

cently injured his leg on the set 
of Martin Scorsese’s ‘Killers of 
the Flower Moon’ in Oklahoma, 
gave fans an update regarding 
his injury, saying that the “pain 
was excruciating.”

But according to People mag-
azine, the two-time Academy 

Award winner believes the 
show must go on, even amid 
the “excruciating” pain.

Giving an update on 
his recovery, De Niro said 
“I tore my quad some-
how. It’s just a sim-
ple stepping over 
something and I 
just went down. 
The pain was ex-
c r u c i a t i n g  a n d 

now I have to get it fixed. But 
it happens, especially when 

you get older, you have to 
be prepared for unexpected 
things. But it’s managea-

ble.”
T h e  a c t o r  a l s o 

noted that he didn’t 
think the injury 
would affect his per-
formance as cattle-
man William Hale. 

Seth Rogen recalls 
getting ‘humiliated’ 
by Beyonce’s 
bodyguard

Fox | Los Angeles

Although Seth Rogen did 
co-star in “The Lion 

King” with Beyoncé in 2019, 
the comedian did not make 
the best first impression the 
first time they met.

In an interview with E! 
News’ “Daily Pop” talk show, 
Rogen recalled trying to 
meet Beyoncé backstage at 
the 2011 Grammy Awards but 
was physically stopped by the 
singer’s protective bodyguard.

“I was at the Grammys, and 
I saw Beyoncé with Gwyneth 
Paltrow actually and they were 
together,” Rogen told E!’s Jus-
tin Sylvester. “And I charged 
over. Instinct took over and I 
was like I got to go say: ‘Hi.’”

Unfortunately for Rogen, 
who was 29-years-old at the 
time, he hadn’t gotten the 
chance to introduce himself 
properly.

“I was hit so hard by her 
security guard that I spilled a 
drink. I was drinking a screw-
driver, which is a bad drink. I 
deserved what I got,” Rogen 
joked. “But, I spilled it all over 
myself and then a second lat-
er someone came up to me 
and was like: ‘You now have 
to present a Grammy.’”

Matthew McConaughey Robert De Niro

Billie Piper

Henry Cavill



GOZILLA VS. KONG 
(PG-13) (ACTION/THRILLER) (NEW)

 ALEXANDER SKARSGÅRD

OASIS JUFFAIR :11.15 AM + 1.30 + 3.45 + 6.00 + 8.15 + 10.30 +  
12.45 MN + ( 3.00 AM  
THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)     
OASIS JUFFAIR (VIP):10.45 AM + 11.15 PM
CITY CENTRE:11.00 AM + 11.30 AM + 1.30 + 2.00 +  4.00 + 4.30 +  
6.30 + 7.00 +  9.00 + 9.30 +                                      11.30 PM + 12.00 
MN  +  (2.00 AM + 2.30 AM + 4.30 AM + 7.00 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/
SUN)
CITY CENTRE (VIP I) : 4.15 +  11.45 PM
CITY CENTRE (VIP II) : 12.00 + 7.30 PM + (3.00 AM THURS/FRI/
SAT/SUN)
SEEF (I) :10.00 AM + 12.30 + 3.00 + 5.30 + 8.00 + 10.30 + ( 1.00 AM 
+ 3.00 AM + 6.00 AM                                          THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)                                                                  
WADI AL SAIL:11.30 AM + 2.00 + 4.30 + 7.00 + 9.30 + 12.00 MN + 
(2.30 AM THURS./FRI./SAT/SUN)

WRATH OF MAN 
(PG-15) (ACTION/CRIME/THRILLER) (NEW)

 JASON STATHAM, HOLT MCCALLANY

OASIS JUFFAIR: 11.45 AM + 2.15 + 4.45 + 7.15 + 9.45 + 12.15 MN +( 
2.45 AM THURS/FRI./SAT/SUN)
OASIS JUFFAIR (VIP):1.15 + 6.15 PM + (1.45 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/
SUN)
CITY CENTRE:9.30 AM + 12.00 + 2.30 + 5.00 + 7.30 + 10.00 + 12.30 
MN + (3.00 AM + 5.30 AM     THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)
CITY CENTRE (VIP I) : 1.45 +  9.15 + (4.45 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)
CITY CENTRE (VIP II) : 9.30 AM + 5.00 + 12.30 MN
SEEF (II):10.30 AM +  11.30 AM + 1.00 +  2.00 + 3.30 + 4.30 + 6.00 
+  7.00 + 8.30 +  9.30 + 11.00 PM   12.00 MN + (1.30 AM + 2.30 AM 
+ 4.00 AM + 5.00 AM + 7.30 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)
WADI AL SAIL:  12.00 + 2.30 + 5.00 + 7.30 + 10.00 + 12.30 MN + 
(3.00 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)

RADHE 
(PG-15) (HINDI/ACTION/CRIME)  (NEW)

 SALMAN KHAN, DISHA PATANI

OASIS JUFFAIR:11.30 AM + 2.00 + 4.30 + 7.00 + 9.30 + 12.00 MN +( 
2.30 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)
CITY CENTRE: 10.00 AM + 12.30 + 3.00 + 5.30 + 8.00 + 10.30 + 
(1.00 AM + 3.30 AM + 6.00 AM.
THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)
SEEF (I) 9.30 AM + 11.00 AM + 12.00 + 1.30 + 2.30 + 4.00 + 5.00 
+ 6.30 + 7.30 + 9.00 + 10.00 + 11.30 PM + 12.30 MN + (2.00 AM + 
3.00 AM + 4.30 AM   THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)
WADI AL SAIL: 11.00 AM + 1.30 + 4.00 + 6.30 + 9.00 + 11.30 PM + 
(2.00 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN) 

MORTAL KOMBAT 
 (15+) (ACTION/ADVENTURE/ FANTASY) (NEW)

 LEWIS TAN, JESSICA MCNAMEE

OASIS JUFFAIR:11.15 AM + 1.45 + 4.15 + 6.45 + 9.15 + 11.45 PM + ( 
2.15 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)
OASIS JUFFAIR (VIP): 3.45 + 8.45 PM

CITY CENTRE:11.30 AM + 2.00 + 4.30 + 7.00 + 
9.30 + 12.00 MN + (2.30 AM + 5.00 AM + 7.30 AM                                                                                                                                           
THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)
CITY CENTRE (IMAX 2D): 11.00 AM + 1.30 + 
4.00 + 6.30 + 9.00 + 11.30 PM + (2.00 AM                                                                                                                                               
THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)
CITY CENTRE (VIP I) : 11.15 AM + 6.45 + (2.15 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/
SUN) 
CITY CENTRE (VIP II) : 2.30 + 10.00 PM + (5.30 AM THURS/FRI/
SAT/SUN)
SEEF (II):11.15 AM + 1.45 + 4.15 + 6.45 + 9.15 + 11.45 PM + (2.15 AM 
+ 4.45 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)
WADI AL SAIL: 11.45 AM + 2.15 + 4.45 + 7.15 + 9.45 + 12.15 MN + 
(2.45 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)

RAYA AND THE LAST DRAGON 
(G) (ANIMATION/ACTION ADVENTURE) (NEW)

 KELLY MARIE TRAN, AWKWAFINA

OASIS JUFFAIR:  (KIDS CINEMA):11.30 AM + 1.45 + 4.00 + 6.15 + 
8.30 + 10.45 PM
CITY CENTRE: 10.00 AM + 12.30 + 3.00 + 5.30 
+ 8.00 + 10.30 PM + (1.00 AM + 3.30 AM                                                                                                                                               
THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)
CITY CENTRE:  (3D) : 10.30 AM + 1.00 + 3.30 + 
6.00 + 8.30 + 11.00 PM + (1.30 AM + 4.00 AM                                                                                                                                               
 THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)
SEEF (II):10.30 AM + 1.00 + 3.30 + 6.00 + 8.30 + 11.00 PM + (1.30 
AM + 4.00 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)
WADI AL SAIL: 10.00 AM + 12.30 + 3.00 + 5.30 + 8.00 + 10.30 PM 

WAAFET REGGAALA 
(PG-15) (ARABIC/COMEDY)   (NEW)

 MAGED EL KIDWANY, AMINA KHALIL

CITY CENTRE: 10.00 AM + 12.30 + 3.00 + 5.30 + 
8.00 + 10.30 PM + (1.00 AM + 3.30 AM + 6.00 AM                                                                                                                           
THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)             
SEEF (II):11.30 AM + 1.45 + 4.00 + 6.15 + 8.30 
+ 10.45 PM + (1.00 AM + 3.15 AM + 5.30 AM                                                                                                          
THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)
WADI AL SAIL: 1.30 + 6.00 + 10.30 PM + (3.00 AM THURS/FRI/
SAT/SUN)

AHMED NOTREDAM 
(PG-15) (ARABIC/COMEDY/ CRIME) (NEW)

 RAMEZ GALAL, GHADA ADEL

CITY CENTRE: 10.00 AM + 12.30 + 3.00 + 5.30 + 8.00 + 10.30 PM + 
(1.00 AM + 3.30 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)                                                                                                                                     
SEEF (II): 11.00 AM + 1.15 + 3.30 + 5.45 + 8.00 + 10.15 PM + 12.30 
MN +  (2.45 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN) WADI AL SAIL:  11.15 AM + 
3.45 + 8.15 + 12.45 MN

PETER RABBIT 2: THE RUNAWAY 
(G) (ADVENTURE/COMEDY/FAMILY) 2 (NEW)

 SUKI WATERHOUSE, MADISEN BEATY

OASIS JUFFAIR: 10.45 AM + 12.45 + 2.45 + 4.45 + 6.45 + 8.45 PM
CITY CENTRE:9.30 AM + 11.45 AM + 2.00 + 4.15 
+ 6.30 + 8.45 + 11.00 PM + (1.15 AM + 3.30 AM                                                                                                                                               
  THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)

SEEF (II):10.30 AM + 12.30 + 2.30 + 4.30 + 6.30 + 8.30 + 10.30 + 
12.30 MN
JAMES CORDEN, ELIZABETH DEBICKI, LENNIE JAMES
SEANCE (15+) (HORROR/THRILLER) (NEW)
OASIS JUFFAIR : (1.00 AM + 3.00 AM THURS/FRI./SAT/SUN)
CITY CENTRE: 10.30 AM + 3.00 + 7.30 + 12.00 MN +  ( 4.30 AM 
THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)                                                 
SEEF (I): 2.30 + 7.00 + 11.30 PM + (4.00 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)
WADI AL SAIL: (1.00 AM + 3.00 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)

GREAT WHITE 
(PG-15) (THRILLER) (NEW)

 NATSUKI HANAE, AKARI KITO

CITY CENTRE: 12.45 + 5.15 + 9.45 PM + (2.15 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/
SUN)                                                                                                                     
KATRINA BOWDEN, AARON JAKUBENKO, TE KOHE TUHAKA
DEMON SLAYER: MUGEN TRAIN (PG) (ANIMATION/ ACTION/ 
ADVENTURE/ FANTASY) (NEW)
OASIS JUFFAIR : 10.30 AM + 1.00 + 3.30 + 6.00 + 8.30 PM
CITY CENTRE:9.30 AM + 10.30 + 1.00 +  3.00 + 3.30 + 6.00 + 8.30 + 
9.00 +11.00 PM +  (1.30 AM +                                     3.00 AM + 4.00 
AM THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)
SEEF (I) :11.30 AM + 12.00 + 2.30 + 4.30 + 5.00 + 7.30 + 9.00 + 
10.00 PM + 12.30 MN + (1.30 AM  + 3.00 AM + 5.30 AM THURS/
FRI/SAT/SUN)
SEEF (II) : 6.30 + 9.00 + 11.30 PM + (2.00 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)

DIDO 
(PG) (ARABIC/COMEDY)

 KARIM FAHMI, HAMDI ALMEGHANI

CITY CENTRE: 10.30 PM + (1.00 AM + 3.30 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/
SUN)
SEEF (II) :10.45 AM + 12.45 + 2.45 + 4.45 PM

THE MAURITANIAN 
(18+) (DRAMA/THRILLER/BIOGRAPHY) (NEW)

 FELICITY JONES, THOMAS BRODIE-SANGSTER

CITY CENTRE: 12.00 + 6.00 + 12.00 MN
TAHAR RAHIM, NOUHE HAMADY BARI, SAADNA HAMOUD
DRAGON RIDER (G) (ANIMATION/ADVENTURE/COMEDY) (NEW)
SEEF (II): 10.30 AM + 12.30 + 2.30 + 4.30 PM

KARNAN 
(PG-15) (TAMIL)(NEW)

 DHANUSH, LAL, RAJISHA VIJAYAN

OASIS JUFFAIR :10.45 PM + (1.45 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)
AL HAMARA:12.00 + 6.00 + 12.00 MN

CHATHUR MUKHAM 
(PG-13) (MALAYALAM) (NEW)

 SUNNY WAYNE, MANJU WARRIER

OASIS JUFFAIR : 11.00 PM + (1.45 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)
AL HAMARA:3.00 + 9.00 + (3.00 AM THURS/FRI/SAT/SUN)

SITUATIONS VACANT
Chief Strategy Officer
To apply, please visit our website 

www.infonas.com/about/careers/chief-strategy-officer.

Federer expects battle 
to get back to the top
After a year out Roger Federer returned to the court in Qatar in March

• Federer was 
out for more than a 
year following two 
knee surgeries

AFP | London

Roger Federer said yester-
day he expects to return 
to the top tier of tennis 

even though the next genera-
tion of players will have gained 
ground during his lengthy inju-
ry lay-off.

Federer begins his come-
back-proper on Swiss home soil 
in Geneva on Tuesday, with the 
39-year-old tennis legend start-
ing a run of tournaments in-
cluding the French Open, Halle, 
Wimbledon and then the Tokyo 
Olympics.

Federer returned to the courts 
in March, having been out for 
more than a year following two 
knee surgeries, winning his first 
match in Qatar before losing his 
second.

Doha was his first appearance 
since January 2020 and an Aus-
tralian Open semi-final defeat to 
Novak Djokovic.

“I’m just concerned about 
where my game is at. The guys 

on tour are all in a good rhythm. 
The level that everybody is 
producing in great. I want to 
achieve that as well again,” 
Federer told reporters.

His old rivals Djokovic and 
Rafael Nadal played out a two-
hour 49-minute final in Rome 
on Sunday, with Nadal claiming 
a 7-5, 1-6, 6-3 victory to match 
the Serbian world number one’s 
record of 36 Masters 1000 series 
titles.

“I’m excited about the come-
back, that’s what my focus needs 
to be on and not about trying to 
be at the same level as Rafa and 

Novak right now,” Federer said.
But the 20-time Grand Slam 

title winner added: “I believe I 
will be part of the top tier.”

‘Next Gen’ threat
Federer said he was im-

pressed by the level of tennis on 
show during his absence from 
the tour.

He said the so-called “Next 
Generation” of players such 
as Stefanos Tsitsipas, Andrey 
Rublev, Alexander Zverev and 
Daniil Medvedev plus 2020 US 
Open winner Dominic Thiem 
would all prove a much tougher 

challenge now.
“One thing is for sure, I would 

expect that the generation of 
Tsitsipas, Zverev, Rublev, Med-
vedev have all again gotten bet-
ter naturally because they have 
more experience,” he said.

“Dominic won a Slam in the 
meantime. Rafa, Novak are still 
where they are. You would think 
that the game has improved 
again.

“For me, that’s going to be 
an extra challenge, extra hard 
for me to find that level, but I 
guess I knew from the get-go 
it was never going to be sim-
ple, regardless of whether I 
was going to be out for three 
months or almost a year and a  
half.”

I’m just concerned 
about where my game 

is at. The guys on 
tour are all in a good 

rhythm. The level that 
everybody is producing 

in great. I want to 
achieve that as well 

again
ROGER FEDERER

Roger Federer hits a return during a match

Cricket legend Tendulkar 
reveals anxiety, insomnia

AFP | New Delhi

Record-breaking Indian 
batsman Sachin Tendulkar 

has revealed he struggled with 
anxiety for much of his career, 
often suffering sleepless nights 
before a game.

The “Little Master,” who 
accumulated more Test and 
one-day runs than any other 
player, said he would shadow 
bat, watch TV and play video 
games in the small hours when 
he was unable to sleep.

“In my mind the match 
started long before I entered 
the ground. The anxiety lev-
els were very high,” he said, 
according to the Times of  
India.

“I felt anxiety for 10-12 years, 
and had many sleepless nights 
before a game. Later on I start-
ed accepting that it was part of 
my preparation.

“Then I made peace with the 
times I was not able to sleep 
at night. I would start doing 
something to keep my mind 
comfortable.”

Mental health has become 
a key consideration among 
athletes, including cricketers 
and especially during the pan-
demic when many are spend-
ing long periods in bio-secure 
“bubbles”.

Tendulkar, who played 200 
Tests and 463 ODIs during a 
24-year international career, 
said it was vital to accept first 
that there is a problem.

“When there is an injury, 
physios and doctors exam-
ine you and diagnose what is 
wrong with you. Same is the 
case with mental health,” he 
said.

Djokovic admits ‘long shot’ to 
beat Nadal at Roland Garros
AFP | Rome

Novak Djokovic admitted 
Sunday that he’s “a long 

shot” to win Roland Garros 
where he would likely have 
to dethrone rival and 13-time 
Paris champion Rafael Nadal.

Djokovic may be world num-
ber one, but it’s Nadal who is 
the undisputed king of clay 
in the French capital where 
he has lost just twice in 102 
matches since 2005.

On Sunday, Djokovic again 
felt the full, raw power of Na-
dal on clay as the Spaniard 
clinched a 10th Italian Open 
title with a 7-5, 1-6, 6-3 win in 
the final.

In the pair’s 57th meeting, 
the victory also took Nadal 
level with his Serb rival on 36 
Masters 1000 titles.

“Going into Paris brings me a 
good sensation,” insisted Djok-
ovic despite a roller-coaster 
clay court swing which yielded 
a round-of-16 exit in Monte 
Carlo and a semi-final loss on 
home ground in Belgrade.

Nadal, by comparison, has 
two titles in Rome and Barce-
lona but sobering quarter-fi-
nal losses in Monte Carlo and 
Madrid.

“I actually now started to 
feel like I actually want to feel 

on clay,” added Djokovic.
“So I think if I manage to 

play the way I played last night 
(against Lorenzo Sonego in 
a three-set semi-final) and 
today, I think I have a good 
chance to go all the way in 
Paris.

“Of course it’s a long shot.”
Djokovic has 18 Grand Slam 

titles to his name -- two behind 
the record of 20 shared by Na-
dal and Roger Federer.

However, only one of those 
has been captured at Roland 
Garros, in 2016 when Nadal 
withdrew with a wrist injury 
after the second round.

Djokovic was swept aside by 
Nadal in the 2020 final.

Before that, he had lost three 
other finals in Paris, two also 
to Nadal and one against Stan 
Wawrinka.

Sachin Tendulkar signs autographs during a celebrity cricket match in Melbourne

Rafael Nadal shakes hands with Novak 
Djokovic after Italian Open final

200
Tests and 463 ODIs 

were played by Sachin 
Tendulkar during his 24-
year international career
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Mokaev rallies fans to urge 
BRAVE CF for a fight in Belarus
Muhammed Mokaev urges fanbase to convince promotion for a bout at BRAVE CF 51

• Mokaev went on 
social media to ask 
BRAVE CF president 
to give him a fight 
at the upcoming 
event in Minsk

TDT | Manama

Mu h a m m e d  “ T h e 
Punisher” Mokaev 
has been on a road 

towards making history ever 
since his professional debut 
with BRAVE Combat Federa-
tion. After earning five pro vic-
tories, and recently coming out 
victorious at the British Senior 
Wrestling Championship, Mo-
kaev jumps in the conversation 
asking for a fight at BRAVE CF 51 
planned for June 4th in Minsk, 
Belarus.

Viewed as the biggest rising 
star in the sport, Mokaev is a 
prime example of the impor-
tance of professional mixed 
martial arts promotions work-
ing alongside the amateur 
mixed martial arts scene and a 
testament to the BRAVE Combat 
Federation world-class scouting 
program.

During his last fight under 
the BRAVE CF banner, Mokaev 
demonstrated his readiness for 
tougher and more challenging 
bouts by defeating the #1 Fly-
weight in the Nordic Europe 
region Abdul Hussein, a fellow 
amateur world champion, in 
a bout which his exceptional 
wrestling made the difference 
against a top opponent.

After winning his division 
at the British Senior Wrestling 
Championship, Mokaev shifted 
the focus back to mixed martial 
arts and went on social media 

to ask the president of BRAVE 
CF Mohammed Shahid to give 
him a fight at the upcoming 
event in Minsk, Belarus, and 
urging his ever-growing fanbase 
to ‘’convince’’ the fastest-grow-
ing organization in the world 
to promote his return to action.

This comes after his latest 
statement regarding the reason 
behind his desire to take part in 
the event. 

“Belarus would be a great 
country for me to fight as there 
are Russian speaking fans that 
can finally watch me live,” says 

Mokaev. “I believe I will be fight 
of the night again in Belarus. 
I had three fights in BRAVE CF 
and three Fight of the Night 
bonuses.” 

BRAVE CF 51: The Future Is 
Here has a stacked fight card 
ready to go, which is headlined 
by two of the top Lightweights 
on the roster, as former German 
two-division champion Mar-
cel Grabinski takes on former 
world champion Lucas ‘’Minei-
ro’’ Martins. The biggest show 
in Belarusian MMA history will 
be held in association with Rukh 
Sport Management.

Germany’s Ter 
Stegen to undergo 
knee operation, 
out of Euros

AFP | Berlin

German international 
goalkeeper Marc-An-

dre ter Stegen announced 
yesterday that he is to un-
dergo an operation on his 
right knee that will rule him 
out of Euro 2020.

“I have decided together 
with the medical team of 
the club (Barcelona) that I 
will do a complementary in-
tervention on my knee. I’m 
sad that I will miss the Euro 
2020 this summer with Ger-
many,” the 29-year-old said 
on Instagram.

Barca said in a statement 
that Ter Stegen is scheduled 
to go under the knife on 
May 20. It will follow a sim-
ilar operation in August last 
year, which kept him out 
of action until November. 
His announcement comes 
a day after Barca were offi-
cially left out of the running 
for the Spanish league title 
after a 2-1 home defeat by 
Celta Vigo left them seven 
points behind La Liga lead-
ers Atletico Madrid with 
one game to play.

Ter Stegen has played just 
24 times for his country as 
he has struggled to dislodge 
Bayern Munich stopper and 
Germany captain Manuel 
Neuer from the number one 
spot.

PBA teams gearing up for return to practices
TDT | Manila

Several teams are easing back 
to training mode to shore up 

their chances in the 46th sea-
son of the Philippine Basketball 
Association (PBA) next month.

They are going on with their 
respective plans to hold face-
to-face scrimmages following 
completion of all necessary 
safety protocols and swab test-
ing requirements and approval 
from the league and local gov-
ernment units (LGUs) where 
they are looking to set up their 
camps.

Meralco, the first team to 
complete all necessary safety 
protocols and swab testing re-
quirements, earning them the 
league’s green light to train, is 
setting up camp in Laoag, Ilocos 
Norte.

A 25-man squad assembled 
by head coach Norman Black 
will spend 10 days up north 
thanks to provincial governor 
Matthew Manotoc, son of PBA 
coaching great Tommy Mano-
toc.

“We are still going to practice 
in Ilocos,” Black said.

“It will be similar to the bub-
ble set up like before. It will be 
practice then hotel then prac-
tice.”

Rain or Shine Coach Chris 
Gavina said they will proceed 
to Batangas City Coliseum 
for their training camp while 
awaiting an approval by Man-
daluyong City for the use of the 
Reyes Gym.

Phoenix Super LPG team 
manager Paolo Bugia said they 
need to begin practicing by next 
week and are also waiting for 
the green light from Pasig City 
Hall. Blackwater and Magnolia 
are also waiting for a similar 
response from the Quezon City 
and San Juan City governments.

But the three teams will still 
proceed to Batangas City for a 
closed-circuit training system.

“If we don’t get an approval 
from the LGU, we will practice 
in Batangas, we are not going to 
stay there and we’ll be traveling 
back and forth,” Bugia said.

The closed-circuit system 
obliges the teams to follow a 

strict home-gym-home routine.
TNT KaTropa will still travel 

to Laoag City to set up camp at 
the Centennial Arena.

NLEX, on the other hand, in-
tends to hold a team building 
activity in Subic also later this 
month.

The entire Ilocos Norte and 
Zambales, including Subic, are 
under MGCQ.

Blackwater tactician Nash 
Racela said that the squad is 
now waiting for the training 
permit to finally conduct prac-
tices in Aero Gym in Quezon 
City.

Terrafirma assistant manag-
er Ireneo “Iby” Bautista said 
they have no immediate plans 
of training in the provinces and 
are awaiting an approval from 
Parañaque City.

B a r a n g a y  G i n e b r a  Sa n 
Miguel, Alaska, Northport and 
San Miguel Beer are still finaliz-
ing their plans for their respec-
tive camps.

Marcial said protocol viola-
tors will be meted a 75,000-
peso fine and a 10-day suspen-
sion.

Zamboanga in ‘best 
shape’ of her career

TDT | Manila

Undefeated Filipina fight-
er Denice “The Menace” 

Zamboanga is supremely con-
fident of beating mixed martial 
artist veteran Seo Hee Ham 
in their ONE women’s atom-
weight bout, declaring that 
“I’m in the best shape of my 
career.”

The division’s No. 1 con-
tender has been gearing up 
for the biggest test of her bud-
ding career as an MMA warrior 
ahead of ONE: Empower, an 
all-women card event, at the 
Singapore Indoor Stadium on  
May 28.

“I’ve been preparing hard for 
this fight. A lot of pain, sweat, 
tears, and blood went into this 
training camp. I’m in the best 
shape of my career,” said the 
24-year-old Zamboanga, who 
sports an immaculate 8-0 re-
cord, including three victories 
in ONE Championship.

“Physically, mentally, and 
spiritually, I’m ready for this 
fight. I’m ready to give it 100%, 
and do anything it takes to 
win.”

Though Zamboanga is con-
sidering the South Korean to 
be the “toughest opponent” 
so far in her career, the Fil-
ipina made it clear to make 
the terms mutual for her op-
ponent.

Thanks to Marrok Force and 
her brother Drex, who also 
competes in ONE Champion-
ship, the younger Zamboanga 
had emerged as a “complete 
martial artist” throughout 
their 12-week training camp.

“More than anything, they 
continue to motivate me every 
day to be the best Denice Zam-
boanga that I can be,” the un-
beaten Filipina said.

“I’ve diversified my game 
and transformed my style and 

techniques. I haven’t even 
stepped into the Circle with 
her, but I can tell you that Seo 
Hee Ham has already brought 
out the best in me.”

Against Seo, Zamboanga is 
set to face a seasoned MMA 
fighter who is a newcomer to 
the Singapore-based promo-
tion.

One of the favourites to win 
the tournament, the 34-year-
old Seo is banking on experi-
ence with a 23-8 record. 

“I can say that this is the 
biggest challenge I could face 
in this tournament, especially 
for a first-round matchup. But 
this is what I live for, to test 
myself against the best,” said 
Zamboanga.

“I didn’t get to where I am 
by facing easy opponents. I’m 
heading into this fight with the 
best Denice Zamboanga you’ve 
ever seen.”

Zamboanga will face the 
fighter from South Korea who 
is riding high on a six-match 
win streak so obviously she is 
not taking her lightly.

“Ham is a very experi-
enced fighter, the most expe-
rienced out of all of us. I’m 
not taking her lightly by any 
means. She’s held multiple 
world titles in different or-
ganizations, and she’s a legit, 
well-rounded striker,” said  
Zamboanga.
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Zamboanga is training hard for the bout

Alaska is eager to resume its practice session

Marc-Andre ter Stegen

Belarus would be a 
great country for me 
to fight as there are 

Russian speaking fans 
that can finally watch 
me live. I believe I will 

be fight of the night 
again in Belarus. I had 

three fights in BRAVE CF 
and three Fight of the 

Night bonuses
MUHAMMED MOKAEV

Physically, mentally, 
and spiritually, I’m 
ready for this fight. 

I’m ready to give 
it 100%, and do 

anything it takes to 
win

DENICE ZAMBOANGA

The easing to general 
community quaran-
tine (GCQ) of the Na-
tional Capital Region 
(NCR) Plus was like a 
shot in the arm that 
the PBA needed to 

open its 46th season 
next month

KNOW

BETTER

Muhammed Mokaev in action during a bout



Swiatek enters 
WTA top 10 
after Rome win
Reuters | Rome

Iga Swiatek’s  victory 
at the Rome Open saw 

the Pole enter the top 10 
for the first time in her ca-
reer when the new WTA 
rankings were published  
yesterday.

The 19-year-old, who 
will head to Roland Garros 
in a fortnight as defend-
ing French Open champi-
on, beat Karolina Plisko-
va 6-0, 6-0 in the final in 
Rome at the weekend to 
climb six places to ninth, 
leapfrogging her Czech 
opponent who slips to  
tenth.

Bahrain team named for Arab Futsal Cup foray
• Bahrainis to depart 
for Cairo today to 
compete in tournament, 
which kicks off Thursday

• Nationals to go 
against hosts Egypt, 
Kuwait and Mauritania 
in group stage

TDT | Manama

Bahrain have named a 16-play-
er squad that will be travel-

ling to Cairo today to compete in 
the fifth Arab Futsal Cup 2021, 
which kicks off on Thursday.

The Bahrain Football Asso-

ciation (BFA) confirmed the 
roster yesterday that is to be 
coached by Brazilian tactician 
Lino Gomes.

The players include Sayed 
Fadel Radhi, Sayed Mohammed 
Hamid, Youssef Janahi, Ahmed 
Abduljaleel, Ahmed Abdulnabi, 
Ahmed Antar, Ali Al Alwani, Ali 
Hussain, Ammar Hassan, Fa-
lah Abbas, Jassam Anan, Mirza 
Al Nuaimi, Mohammed Abdul-
la, Muhammad Al Sindi, Saleh 
Ahmed and Salman Al Mulla.

The team have been training 
locally at the Khalifa Sports City 
arena in Isa Town in preparation 
for the tournament.

Bahrain have been drawn in 
Group A alongside hosts Egypt, 
Kuwait and Mauritania for the 
first stage of action. Group B 

consists of Morocco, the UAE, 
Saudi Arabia and Comoros.

The Bahrainis kick off their 
campaign on Thursday against 
their Kuwaiti counterparts. 
Egypt and Mauritania face off 
in the group’s other game that 
night.

All four teams are back on the 
playing court on May 22, when 
Bahrain play Mauritania and 
Egypt go against Kuwait.

The final Group A games are 
then scheduled for May 24, 
when the Bahrainis play their 
Egyptian counterparts and Mau-
ritania take on Kuwait.

The top two teams from each 
group at the end of this phase 
move on to the last four, which is 
scheduled for May 27. The final 
will then be held on May 29.

All-time Liverpool great Ian Rush visits Bahrain

• Legendary football icon 
makes trip to the Kingdom 
on the invitation of Riffa 
Club board member Shaikh 
Ahmed bin Isa Al Khalifa

TDT | Manama

Legendary football icon Ian Rush MBE 
was in Bahrain recently on the invita-

tion of Riffa Club board member Shaikh 
Ahmed bin Isa Al Khalifa.

During his stay, the former Wales in-
ternational forward and all-time leading 
goal scorer at English club Liverpool vis-
ited various locations across the Kingdom. 
These included the British Club in Adliya 
and Rashid Equestrian Horseracing Club 
in Riffa to attend a horseracing meeting, 
to name a few.

Saad Wadia, Rush’s manager from Avalon 
Sports Group, said: “Ian Rush was very 
grateful for Shaikh Ahmed’s warm welcome 
to the Kingdom of Bahrain.

“It was a great opportunity to learn about 
the Kingdom and was pleasantly surprised 

to see Liverpool fans who have been sup-
porting the football club since the 70’s and 
80’s.”

Rush enjoyed an illustrious senior ca-
reer. At club level, he laced up his boots 
for Liverpool from 1980 to 1987 and from 
1988 to 1996. He scored a total of 346 goals 
in all competitions at the club, earning him 
the tag of being one of Liverpool’s greatest 

players.
Rush also competed for Italian giants 

Juventus, and English sides Leeds United 
and Newcastle United, among other clubs. 
He made 73 appearances for the Welsh 
national team and scored 28 goals.

Shaikh Ahmed is also the ex-director of 
Bahrain’s under-23 Olympic team, and is a 
huge Liverpool fan.

Sagan delivers after team’s 
hard work to win Giro stage 10
AFP | Milan

Slovakia’s Peter Sagan fin-
ished off the job done by 

his Bora-Hansgrohe team as 
he claimed victory in the 10th 
stage of the Giro d’Italia yes-
terday.

The triple world champion 
outsprinted Colombian Fer-
nando Gaviria at the end of a 
139-km ride from L’Aquila to 
Foligno after his team’s accel-
eration on a climb had shaken 
off some of the top contenders 
for the final sprint.

Italian Davide Cimolai fin-
ished in third place.

Colombian Egan Bernal, 
who took the overall lead on 
Sunday, retained the Maglia 
Rosa with a 14-second lead 
over his main rival Remco Eve-
nepoel after both went toe-to-
toe for bonus seconds at the 
intermediate sprint.

Bora-Hansgrohe accelerated 
on the short ascent to Valico 

della Somma, a move that re-
sulted in Belgian Tim Merlier, 
Italian Giacomo Nizzolo and 
Dutchman Dylan Groenewe-
gen being dropped.

Bernal and Evenepoel bat-
tled it out for bonus seconds 
at the intermediate sprint with 
the Colombian’s Ineos-Gren-
adiers team mate Jhonatan 
Narvaez getting in the mix to 
deny the Belgian prospect first 
place.

Narvaez collected three bo-
nus seconds with Evenepoel 
taking two and Bernal salvag-
ing one.
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Bahrain1Racing keep up winning ways
Two-time defending Pro Mod World Champion Stevie “Fast” Jackson powers to his first victory of the season at NHRA Four-

Wide Nationals in Charlotte

• Bahrain1Racing 
make it back-to-back 
victories in E3 Spark 
Plugs NHRA Pro Mod 
Drag Racing Series

TDT | Manama

Bahrain1Racing continued 
their winning ways in the 
National Hot Rod Asso-

ciation’s (NHRA) 2021 season in 
the US this weekend, as two-time 
defending World Champion Ste-
vie “Fast” Jackson took home a 
victory in Pro Mod category at 
the NGK NTK NHRA Four-Wide 
Nationals at zMAX Dragway in 
Charlotte.

After losing on a holeshot in 
the final round of the previous 
meeting of the E3 Spark Plugs 
NHRA Pro Mod Drag Racing 
Series in Atlanta earlier this 
month, Jackson made up for it 

in this event to keep the Bahrain 
flag flying high in the world’s 
most competitive drag racing 
championship.

With the result, Jackson 
picked up his first victory of the 
season and the 11th in his stand-
out career.

Bahrain1Racing is owned by 
His Majesty the King’s personal 

representative, His Highness 
Shaikh Abdulla bin Hamad Al 
Khalifa.

Jackson posted an impressive 
5.685-seconds time at 253.75mph 
in his blown Bahrain1Racing Ca-
maro, racing past a final-round 
quad that also included Brandon 
Snider, Mike Castellana and Jef-
fery Barker.

Castellana broke before stag-
ing, while Barker ran into trou-
ble early in the run. Snider went 
5.717s at 250.97mph, but Jackson 
had the lead early and never re-
linquished it en route to a satis-

fying victory.
Following his win, Jackson 

was quoted as saying on nhra.
com: “This was an emotional 
weekend for our team. Lane four 
almost killed me in 2018 and to 
conquer the four-wide in lane 
four [this year] with all of our 

amazing fans here to support us 
was amazing.

“Our Bahrain1Racing team has 
shifted this thing into high gear, 
and the rest of the season is go-
ing to be a shootout.”

The victory also handed Jack-
son his first four-wide victory af-
ter appearing in the final round 
at both 2019 and 2018. Jackson 
crashed just past the finish line 
in 2018, giving the standout 
plenty of redemption with his 
victory on Sunday.

After  qualifying fourth, 
Jackson won his first-round 
quad and finished second in 
the next round to advance to 
the final round, going 5.696s 
at 253.28mph in the semifinal 
quad.

The E3 Spark Plugs NHRA Pro 
Mod Drag Racing Series returns 
to action June 24 to 27 as part of 
the Summit Racing Equipment 
NHRA Nationals, to be held at 
Summit Racing Equipment Mo-
torsports Park in Norwalk, Ohio.

The blown Bahrain1Racing Camaro driven by Stevie Jackson in Charlotte over 
the weekend

Head coach Lino Gomes directs players during training

Shaikh Ahmed bin Isa Al Khalifa with Ian Rush in 
Manama

Shaikh Ahmed bin Isa Al Khalifa with Ian Rush at 
Rashid Equestrian and Horseracing Club

Peter Sagan crosses the finish line
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In the NGK NTK NHRA 
Four-Wide Nationals, 
each run in Qualifying 

and Eliminations 
features cars in four 
lanes racing against 
one another, instead 
of the standard two-
car head-to-head

KNOW WHAT

Our Bahrain1Racing 
team has shifted this 
thing into high gear, 
and the rest of the 

season is going to be a 
shootout
STEVIE JACKSON


